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NEW! SportsCester Simplifies Remotes! 
For Radio or Video...it's the "missing link" that ties everything together. 
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SPORTSCASTER'S OUTPUTS: FIELD REPORTER CAMERA OPERATOR BROADCAST/WEB 
(Headphones) (Headphones) 

1:11n1C"r"er% is an integrated system with everything in one place! 

Used with Henry's Sports Pods, SportsCaster provides these functions... 
• Talent mic audio mixing 

Talent headphone audio distribution 
Intercom between all announcers 

Talkback/Intercom facility for Producer 

Intercom between Producer and Talent 

Producer headphone audio mixing 

Field Reporter & Camera Ops headphone mixing 

Field Reporter Headphone output 

Intercom between Producer and Field reporter 
Party-line Intercom between Producer/Talent/Field reporter 

Camera Operators Headphones Output 

Talkback from Producer to Camera Operators 
Inputs for crowd mic, PA announcer, etc. 

Cue bus to audition auxiliary sources 
Main Program output to air or streaming 

SportsCaster is the "missing link" that integrates all your audio and eliminates a carload of extra gear! 

Call any Henry Engineering dealer, or visit www.henryeng.com. Tel: 562-493-3589 
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Smartcaster: 35 Years of Family, Innovation, 
and Dedicated Service to the Radio Industry 

by Peggy Stolley, Smarts Marketing Coordinator & John Schad Ill, Design and Development 

SMARTS Broadcast Systems, a family-owned busi-
ness founded in 1983 by Jan and John Schad, has become 
a vital system to hundreds of small and medium market 
radio stations across the world. To the people at SMARTS, 
those stations are part of a network of extended family 
members, and they work to maintain and nurture those 
close relationships. 

The company's headquarters, still located in 
Emmetsburg Iowa, where the Schad family owned the 
local radio station until 1989, contain offices for support, 
development, sales, marketing, and management. A sec-
ond building hosts the manufacturing and shipping facili-
ties, and virtual locations exist in Minnesota, Nebraska, 
Texas, South Dakota and California. The majority of that 
staff has worked in radio, sales, traffic, on-air, remotes, 
engineering, and management. Their hands-on experience 
in the industry guides the development of the product-
responding to customer requests, and even anticipating 
their needs. 

SMARTS Broadcast Systems has multiple products to 
service small and medium market stations. The company 
started with traffic and billing software, and has grown to 
include automation service products as well. 

SMARTS was originally an acronym for Small Market 
Accounts Receivable & Traffic System. John Schad was 
the inventor of that 
system, and contrib-
uted to the creation 
of an entirely new 
industry. Using his 
wits, experience, 
and self-taught pro-
gramming skills, he 
began using a 
TRS80 computer 
with 8 inch floppy 
disks. No one told him he couldn't do it, and if they had, 
he wouldn't have listened anyway. 

There have been many versions since those earlier 
years, moving to DOS on 5-inch floppy disks, then 3.5-
inch, hard drives and Windows operating systems. They 
learned a few things along the way and hired new pro-
grammers to replace John in developing the software, as 
he concentrated on growing the business and industry. 
Jan stayed on, overseeing the product and guiding its 
development, eventually leading to Second Generation, 
or the "SecGen" program. It is impossible to talk about 
SecGen without talking about its main designer, founder, 
and first operator, Jan Schad 

SecGen included innovations such as the ability to 
enter orders across multiple stations simultaneously, 
timesavers like managing carts and cuts prior to order 
entry, and ED! for Agencies built into the program. Jan's 
mission was to make the job of a traffic operator a true 9 to 
5 job. Every update, and every new feature was measured 
against that vision. Jan passed away in 2016, and her 
legacy continues on in the rest of the staff. 

Technology had advanced to where audio could be 
recorded and played back from a hard drive. This technol-
ogy enticed John to purchase an audio card from Antex 
Electronics, and turn his family's dining room into a 

The TRS-80 Computer 

computer factory and laboratory. He began working on an 
automation system that eventually became the Smartcaster, 
helping to invent yet another industry. It takes a special 
person to be able to create something from nothing, and 
that defines John, always creating, always innovating. 
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SecGen Screen Shot 

Smartcasters are still present in stations, allowing 
small market stations the ability to automate. Like most 
industries, technology allowed radio to grow into new 
territories, which meant SMARTS's customers needed 
new systems with new programming, so development 
started on a new product to help those stations grow and 
serve their customers. 

Enter Skylla. 
Skylla, in its early days, didn't actually have a name 

and started as a brainstorm. The programming team was 
faced with a decision that would shape the direction of the 
company, and therefore is one of the most pivotal deci-
sions in company history. 

At the time of Skylla's creation, there were two 
options for programming, Windows or Linux. Windows 
had several operating systems (NT, Windows 98 and 
2000, ME, and XP was in the works.) However, each 
Windows choice was limited in some way and required 
the user to give up some control of the machine. Linux on 
the other hand allowed complete control of the operating 
system and hardware, which meant a machine could be 
dedicated solely to operating a radio station. The system 
wouldn't be affected by mandatory updates from Win-
dows, and it meant SMARTS could eliminate any un-
pleasant surprises. 

Development jumpstarted when SMARTS purchased 
On Air Digital in Dallas, TX. (The UDS II people) This 
company already had a Linux audio engine that was a 
perfect fit. Smartcaster products were adjusted to use the 
audio engine, and simultaneous development began on a 
whole new automation system. The knowledge, skill, and 
perspective of the new programming staff was extensive, 
varied, and extremely valuable. The programmers had 
designed and developed multiple automation systems that 
were currently on the market. They shared a goal to merge 
all of those products and perspectives into a new, modern 
product that ran radio stations. They lovingly referred to 
the project as "Penultimate Digital Magic Caster," or 
"PDMC." It remained PDMC until just before its official 
release in late 2007 when Jan & John named it Skylla, after 
the multi-headed sea monster in Greek Mythology. 

They felt the description fit the system and its ability to 
run multiple stations at once. 
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Skylla Split View Screen Shot 

Problems with the telephone industry sparked the 
development of SkyllaPad as a reliable control interface. 
SkyllaPad offers complete remote access of the radio 
station — no one needed in the studio — and can use any 
audio source. This break from dependency of the tele-
phone was a s ig step forward for broadcasting remotes. 

Skylla Demo/Test Station 

Today, devlopment focuses on security and web-
interfacing, issties relevant to broadcasters everywhere. 

Once a customer is part of the SMARTS family, the 
relationships continue to build with the outstanding 
support department. One of the best qualities seen in the 
support staff isn't even part of the SMARTS training, but 
rather intrinsically present in each person, and that is 
their passion to assist the 
customer, and help find 
solutions to whatever the 
customer is experiencing. 
The staff is spread across 
multiple states, but every 
morning they meet in per-
son and on a conference 
call to discuss any issues 
or questions that occurred 
the previous day. They 
work together to troubleshoot and assist each other. The 
group in Emmetsburg is a close-knit group that spend 
time together outside of work as well, which means that 
brainstorms may occur at anytime, day or night, to the 
benefit of the customer. When you get one of them, you 
get all of them, and as they all are personally vested in the 
company, they take care of the customer. After all, 
they're family. -Radio Guide — 
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Studio Site 
Talk Show 101 - Part 2 

What's the "Delay" in Doing Talk Radio? 

by George Zahn 

In the last Issue of Radio Guide, we discussed some of 
the basics of making your station more locally interactive 
by adding basic talk and discussion shows. If there's a 
degree of guilt as to whether you're adequately fulfilling 
your local quarterly issues duties, there are some fairly 
simply ways to start creating locally responsive talk pro-
grams with content from newsmakers. 

An easy, no-frills way to produce local content is to 
simply have more local PSAs and community stories done 
by your live or voice-over staff. You can add local guests 
by recording interviews 
that can be edited (if 
need be) for airplay. 
This can be done with 
any set of microphones 
in your studio, or tak-
ing a portable recorder 
(digital units from 
Marantz, Sony, Zoom, 
or Tascam, to name a 
few) into the field. Por-
table recorders can start 
as low as about $40 for 
pretty basic dictation-
quality gear, although 
the units that have 
slightly better built-in 
microphones can start 
at about $ 100. 

Recording digitally 
to an flash recorder, via 
a USB microphone 
computer interface, or 
even to a CD recorder, 
will allow the digital 
signal to be edited on 
any of the many digital 
editing choices — from the free Audacity software to basic 
buyout suites from providers such as NCH or even the 
higher end purchase or monthly subscription product from 
companies such as Adobe and its Audition program. Since 
you're recording and editing voice, you can even conserve 
digital space by recording in a higher quality mp3 mode as 
opposed to the full fidelity WAV format. 

If you want to allow your host and guest(s) to interact 
with the community in a talk show format, you can do that 
with minimal expense and maximum control by having 
questions e-mailed or texted to the station for the host. The 
host "filters" the questions and reads them to the guest (if 
appropriate) so you don't have to worry about pranksters 
or trolls on the phone. 

Zoom H4n Pro 
Digtal Recorder 

Phoning It In 
Of course if you want to be more daring and actually 

place live callers on the air with your host and/or guests, 
you'll need some tech to make that happen. There will 
likely be times in which you may have an interview with a 
guest in another city, or through a logistical complication, 
even a local guest may need to appear via phone. Many a 
station has had to interview a guest stuck in traffic who was 
scheduled live in the studio. 
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If you want to put callers on the air, a telephone 
hybrid interface is very important. This device can be 
moderately expensive and a number are made by Comrex, 
lelos, Broadcast Tools and JK Audio, among others. 
We've mentioned that many consoles have a Mix Minus 
feature which allows for a console MIX feed of audio 
down the phone line to a guest and/or callers, MINUS 
the original caller and guest audio. Some phone hybrid 
units that allow for a "guest" line and caller lines 
together will divvy up audio and make sure that the 
guest and caller(s) can hear each other along with the 
audio that comes from your console ( in-studio host or 
guests/music/themes, etc.) 
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Comrex VH2 Two-Line VolP Hybrid 

Depending on the complexity of the telephone hy-
brid, your costs for a single phone line can run from a few 
hundred dollars to well over a thousand dollars for larger 
multi-phone line systems. Some news rooms have one of 
the single phone line hybrids to allow a newsperson to 
interview one phone guest at a time. If you want live on-
air interaction between callers, the multi-line hybrid is 
almost a must. 

Let's discuss Mix Minus. Many standard broadcast 
consoles have a Mix Minus feature or can be assigned for 
Mix Minus. But what happens if you need more than one 
Mix Minus feed — in other words, what if, on the same 
show at the same time, you had three guests, one on a phone 
line, one on ISDN, and one on a CODEC? This occurred 
when I worked with the late master engineer Jay Crawford 
at a station here in Cincinnati. 

A Cincinnati 3-Way 

Our election coverage one evening had an ISDN line 
dedicated for state election reports from the capitol. We 
had reports for our county local board of elections 
coming in via a Comrex frequency extender CODEC unit 
and various outlying county reporters calling in on our 
phone lines. Jay Crawford actually fabricated a 3-way 
Mix Minus that allowed the correspondents on all three 
sources to hear the console Mix Minus plus the other two 
reporter sources at any given time. It was a flawless thing 
of beauty in a two rack space panel. I wish he had 
committed the schematics to paper! 

To broadcast veterans, you well know that once you 
put callers on air, unpredictable things can be uttered and, 
despite safe harbor establishment in late night hours, who 
wants the headaches of a caller or guest (or even sometimes 
an accident by the host) saying something that could put a 
license in jeopardy. This is where the broadcast delay 
becomes a necessity for live talk shows. 
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I reme ber the first profanity delay I saw in the 70s 
that involvei a looped tape system with two reel-to-reel 
decks — one ecording and one playing back. In between 
was a syster of poles through which the audio tape loop 
was threade. Machine one recorded the audio as it was 
happening in the studio. The tape went through spindles 
that ran the tape through about 45 inches in length to the 
play head of deck two, which at 7.5 inches per second, 
resulted in a bout a six second delay as it played back to 
air. If someo 
and switche 
eventually y. 
seconds late 

e cursed, we simply turned the caller down 
from the 6 second playback to real time and 
ent back to the tape playback about 7 or so 

Better Osc Ilate Than Never 
Digital profanity broadcast delay units have come a 

long way since then, and now feature at least 8 seconds of 
delay with variable settings. The earliest digital delays 
were largely 
standard. Th 
Program audi 
on how quick 
digitally oscil 
the delay time 
let the delay unit just expand any pause slightly as it builds 
delay. You can combine the effects as well, but eight 
seconds can be built up quickly with little audible effect. 

Once the nit has built up delay, simply hitting the 
DUMP (or sr ilar) button will delete the last eight to 
ninety-nine s onds (different makes/models have vari-
able and adjus ble delay times) and return to real time and 
the unit starts o rebuild. "Sneeze" buttons on some units 
can allow for s orter dumps ofjust a few seconds. Among 
the most notab makers are Eventide, 25-Seven, and in the 
U.K., Sonifex lso makes and markets units. The cost will 
generally run etween $ 1,500 and $4,000 but can save 
tremendously n legal fees ifyou do live talk programming 
and avert just ne complaint. 

Adding an profanity protection is only as good as the 
person operati it. This is one of the most critical aspects 
of Talk Radio 1 I. Since this is a technical column, we've 
obviously cent red on equipment, but if you are seriously 
interested in do ng talk radio on your station, I'd be remiss 
if! did not incl e the human factor. It is vitally important 
to vet and have aith in the on-air personality and how well 
he/she can hancle volatile situations. Although unlikely, 
even the most innocuous topic can blow up and require a 
decision to be made in just a matter of seconds. 

If it's a talk allow without phone caller interaction, it's 
a good idea to be aware of who your guests are. Know 
broadcast rules on everything from hot button local topics 
to active/inactive status of political candidates. Establish 
a set of guidelines, and know that it will likely evolve. Do 
you need a producer — somebody to help prepare the host 
with questions and do basic research and line up guests? 
The producer can also end up being the board operator for 
the talk show, if the host is not, and may give another level 
of judgment at the DUMP button. 

If you're doing call-in shows, do you need a screener — 
a person to answer the phone and try to deflect callers that 
may well be off topic, or may cause problems for the guest 
or host? Often the producer may be able to do that as well. 

Talk shows can be a great addition to your lineup if the 
right equipment, right people and right approach con-
verge. Let me know some of the fun and new ways that 
you're doing talk radio! 

George Zahn is a Peabody Award winning radio producer and 
Station Manager for WMKV-FM at Maple Knoll Communities in 
Springdale, Ohio. He is a regular contributor to Radio Guide and 
welcomes your feedback. Share your stories with others by sending 
ideas and comments to: gzahn@mkcommunities.org 

ono devices, but stereo units have become 
digital unit fits in a single rack space. 
passes through the device, and depending 
y you want to build up delay, the unit can 
ate the audio to slow it down slightly until 
is reached. It's far more seamless to simply 
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Chief Engineer 

An Oldie but a Goodie 

by Scott Schmeling 

First, a quick look back. Or as Paul Harvey used to say, 
"Over my shoulder a backward glance." 
I got a couple e-mails after last issue's article. One was 

from Ron Wood, a friend and retired engineer from E. F. 

Johnson Company. Many AM phasors and ATU's prob-
ably have Johnson RF contactors and coils inside. 

Ron said, "Your Standards article reminded me of 
what dBs are referenced to. In RF we always used 0 dBm 
as our reference which is 1 mw in 50 Ohms. 

"Seems your number of +4 dB needs a reference of 
Volts or Watts into an impedance, since dB is just a 
measurement between two points with neither point 'tied 
down. 

Thanks Ron. This could be another complete article! 
Currently audio console VU meters are set to 0 when the 
output is +4 dBu (or 1.228 Volts). This assumes a 600 Ohm 
load. So, yes, I should have said +4 dBu. I was just using 
the "generic" 0 dB reading on the VU meter. Thanks for 
catching that Ron. 

I also heard from Dean Sorenson. Dean purchased the 

other AM in the market in the mid 70's when I was working 
at KSDR in Watertown, South Dakota. 

Dean said, "Last evening 'finished reading the most 
recent edition of the Radio Guide. While I'm no longer 
active, day to day, in our beloved radio business, I love to 
keep in touch. And the Radio Guide is one of my favorite 
periodicals to follow the biz." 

Great to hear from you both! I've often said that once 
radio gets in your blood it becomes a part of you forever. 
Now on to new business. 

We have a mix of old and new transmitters. One is an 
"Oldie but a Goodie!" It's a Collins 831G-1, serial number 
140. I'm trying to find out when it was manufactured. In 

fact, in Dean Sorenson's e-mail, he also said (regarding 
this transmitter), "Hope you get the Collins 831G-1 run-
ning smoothly. Probably was sold in your area by Jim 
Littlejohn. Are you old enough to remember Jim? He was 
the Collins/Rockwell/Continental Sales guy out of Minne-
apolis. He died in about 1984. Jim was a gem of a 
gentleman, who always brought some new information/ 
assistance when he made a sales call on us." 

As a matter of fact, Dean, I think Jim did originally sell 
this transmitter. I found some archival documentation 
from Jim in the manual binder. The transmitter had origi-
nally been at "Cities 97" in Minneapolis ... but I digress. 

We do have a Collins 831G-1. It's an excellent design 
that's been around for decades. The Collins 831 eventually 
became the Continental 816. Chances are that many of you 
have one of these in your "collection." 

A few Sundays ago Operations Manager (and frequent 
assistant) Keith Wright went out to check building air 
intake filters. It was a 90+ degree day and getting pretty hot 
inside. While he was there he installed new driver tubes. A 
few hours later the transmitter shut down. Keith went out 
to check and the first thing he noticed was soot on the 
driver tubes! He connected the exciter to the antenna and 
we planned a visit for the next day. 

On my way out that Monday morning Keith called. He 
had found the problem! T3, the Driver Plate Transformer 
had literally burned up! OK, we knew the problem, but 
how were we going to fix it? 

13 Driver Plate Transformer Burnout 

We had been talking for some time about replacing this 
transmitter. It's just that when it is working, it works great! 
But recognizing it's time might be over, I started checking 
on replacement options. Until we got the directive: "Fix it 
as cheap as you can!" 

I mentioned earlier that this transmitter (whether an 
831 or an 816) has been in use for decades. That means 
there are lots of "retired" rigs around. In fact, We have two 
816's. One has been decommissioned and being "parted 
out." So we started checking to see what was, or might 
have been, damaged. 

We knew T3 had to be replaced. All the smoke leaked 
out and it didn't work anymore (engineering humor)! T3 
feeds A10, the 2000 Volt driver power supply. The choke 
on A10 was bulging. We also noticed one of the primary 
wires to T 1 (plate transformer) had literally burned open. 
On the bleeder resistor panel, one of the resistors sort of 
sparkled when the transmitter was on and when the caps 
were discharging! 
I had my "shopping list." The next day I went to visit 

the 816 "U-Pull-It parts yard!" It proved to be a very 
worthwhile trip. I pulled everything on my list and headed 
back to the 831. 

First things first — we pulled the burned-out T3 and the 
charred and melted wiring that ran above it and replaced it 
with the harvested T3. The replacement A10 supply went in 

too. Cabling was spliced and cable ties pulled it all together. 
After the bleeder resistor was replaced we took a good look 
to be sure everything was tight and got ready to fire it up. 

13 Replacement Transformer 

We didn't know what else may have been damaged 
because we hadn't been able to apply power. When Keith 
"cautiously" pressed the PLATE ON button ... nothing 
happened! Back to circuit tracing. 

We found three, 350 Amp fuses in series with the 
SCR's that control source voltage to the three power 

supplies. One of them was open. Unfortunately, that fuse 
t is not used ir the 816! We ordered a replacement and after 

installing it... hit the button again. This time we had 
PLATE voltage, but no driver voltage! Through a process 
of lifting wi 
one of the fi 
Another trip 

s to isolate legs of the circuit, we determined 
'ter caps for the driver supply was shorted. 
to "U-Pull-It!" 

Keith W ight Cautiously Pressing PLATE ON 

Let me m ntion one other thing about this transmitter. 
When it was uilt, some of the relays that were used had 
tabs on each nd of the plastic case for mounting to the 
chassis. Over time, some of the tabs had broken and two 
relays were qu te lit-
erally imp 
their wires. 
time ago I h 
dered socket and 
relays to replace 
them. This w 
perfect time t 
care of that. 0 
those relays 
120 second 

g by 
ome 
or-

s the 
take 
e of 
the 
me-

delay relay. It pre-
vents the plate volt-
age from being ap-
plied until 120 sec-
onds after the fila-
ment voltage has 
been turned on 

The time- lay 
relay apparentlY had 
stopped delaying. 
This relay was no longer 
Inside the time delay relay 
capacitors, a couple 
resistors and a tran-
sistor. I checked the 
caps—they were bad 
(no surprise!). With 
new caps the relay 
had a delay again, 
though only 90 sec-
onds ... but that's 

enough. For that relay I cut the mounting tabs off and 
moved the wiring to a socket. 

Also, some time ago — for reasons I won't go into here 
— I installed another 3-phase monitor relay in line with the 
blower relay. If we drop a leg of the 3-phase the blower 
stops and the transmitter shuts down. 

After all this, we hit the button and ... everything came 
up just like it should! 

This really is a great sounding rig and its working just 
like it should — again! 

Until next time ... Keep it between 90 and 105! 

Scott Schmeling is the Chief Engineer for Minnesota 
Valley Broadcasting. You may email him at: 
scottschmeling@radiomankato.com 

available, but it is repairable. 
there's a circuit board with two 

<r›.•" 
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Political Advertising in the 2018 Mid-Terms 

Some Important Last Minute Thoughts 

by Gregg P. Skall Esq. - Womble Bond Dickinson (US) LLP 

With the nation now only weeks away from what is 
possibly the most important mid-term federal election in the 
last half century, the political advertising climate is sure to 
get more and more furious. So, this would be a good time to 
review a few important principles important to broadcast 
licensees. Chief among them are issues connected to the 
FCC sponsorship identification rules. The "dark money" in 
political broadcasting is now overwhelming and with last-
minute robust campaigning, broadcasters are often con-
fronted by "exuberant" time buyers who are ready to reas-
sure the broadcaster that they really don't need the sponsor-
ship information required by the FCC rules. This is espe-
cially true with respect to issue advertisers. 

Issue Ads 
§73.1212, the sponsorship identification rules requires 

that when an announcement contains political matter or the 
discussion of a controversial issue of public importance, it 
is the broadcaster's responsibility, in addition to making 
sponsorship identification in the spot, to obtain and place in 
its public file a list ofthe chief executive officers or members 
of the executive committee or board of directors of the entity 
paying for the ad. Section 315 of the Communications Act, 
states that when a message relates to any political matter of 
national importance, including a legally qualified candidate; 
any election to Federal office; or a national legislative issue 
of public importance, a complete record must be included in 
the public file. 

This is important. Now that station public files are 
available online from the FCC server, public interest groups 
and issue opponents are examining them carefully; some 
have filed complaints with the FCC. Be sure to get all the 
information that you need from time buyers and be prepared 
to get it into the public file. Under FCC rules, that means 
immediately — and immediately means within 24 hours. 

Candidate Ads 

While we're talking about the political file, broadcasters 
must make sure to have candidate advertising information 
up to date. §73.3526 requires that the file contain all re-
quests for specific schedules of advertising time by candi-
dates and some issue advertisers, as well as the final dispo-
sitions or "deals" with the political advertiser. 

Materials relating your negotiations are not required to 
be included; just the final disposition. The description of the 
disposition should include when the advertising actually 
aired, including if the advertising was preempted, and the 
timing of any make-goods of preempted time, as well as 
credits or rebates provided to the advertiser. 

Verifying Candidate Ad Sponsorship ID 
Recognizing that broadcasters may not have enough 

time to preview the ad and still meet the candidate's re-
quested timing, the FCC allows the licensee to air the ad 
once without being subjected to liability for not having 
proper sponsorship ID. This identification requirement ex-
ception applies only to ads for political candidates— and not 
for political issues or other types of ads. After that, it's your 
responsibility to make sure the ad carries a proper sponsor-
ship ID, even if you have to add it and run it over a portion 
of the spot. Remember, a proper sponsorship ID, political or 
otherwise, must use the "paid by" or "sponsored by" lan-
guage of the FCC rule. 

Election Weekend Sales 
Given the heated exchanges we can expect in this mid-

term, it's predictable that there could be strong demand for 
access the weekend before the election. The fury of last minute 
attack and response political advertising will increase at a 
frenzied pace. The weekend before the election will be par-
ticularly important to the candidates. Typically, they will be 
cutting new spots daily. They will want access to stations to 
place them. The question arises, must a station provide access 
to political time buyers in the weekend before the election? 
What about election day itself? Does the station have to accept 
new orders for candidate advertising on election day? 

Like most other political time buying scenarios, these 
situations have also arisen, been argued and settled by the 
FCC staff. During the 1990 election there was some confu-
sion as to whether station personnel must be available to 
process orders for political time on the weekend before the 
election. Clarifying this requirement, the Commission stated 
that if a station had taken an order from any commercial 
advertiser on a weekend, even once during the previous 
year, then it must be available to sell time to political 
advertisers on the weekend before the election. 

However, the broadcaster is not required to provide any 
services to the political advertiser/time-buyer that are more 
extensive than the range of services previously provided to 
any commercial advertiser. For example, if access had been 
given to the commercial advertiser only to deliver or change 
copy, then those are the only services that need be afforded 
to candidates. If a station can prove that it has not sold time 
on weekends during the past year, it can justify a refusal to 
sell time to political candidates on the weekend before the 
election. However, a station that has done this just once for 
a favored advertiser (such as for a store running a holiday 
promotion or a movie premiere), must be prepared to 
process political advertising requests on the weekend be-
fore the election. 

Note: the equal opportunities doctrine does not apply to 
this type of station service. That doctrine applies only to a 
candidate's actual response to a prior "use" (or appearance) 
on the station by an opposing candidate for the same office; 
not to the sale or use of facilities of the licensee. Remember, 
however, that a station cannot discriminate between candi-
dates., Thus, even if it has not taken an order from any 
commercial advertiser on a weekend during the previous 
year, if the station offers weekend sales opportunities to one 
candidate, the station must also accept weekend sales from 
all opposing candidates for the same office. 

What About Election Day Itself? 

Election day, however, is treated differently. The Com-
mission allows each station to adopt its own policy regard-
ing whether it will or will not accept new candidate adver-
tisements on election day, even from those seeking federal 
elective office who are otherwise entitled to reasonable 
access under section 312(a)(7) of the Communications Act. 
Here too, however, the station cannot discriminate, and if it 
decides to take a new Election Day order from a candidate, 
it must also take new orders from all opposing candidates for 
the same office. For federal office candidates, the station's 
policy must apply to all federal candidates equally, that is; 
once any federal candidate is allowed to purchase advertis-
ing on Election Day, then all federal candidates must be 
afforded such access as well. 

A Short Refresher on Equal Opportunities 
The Equal Opportunities doctrine is found in §315 of the 

Communications Act. The doctrine requires a broadcaster to 
treat all legally qualified candidates for the same office 
alike. A broadcaster may make no discrimination in charges, 
practices, regulations, facilities or services rendered among 
legally qualified candidates for a particular office. This 
applies to the availability of broadcast time, the use of 
production facilities, the extension of credit, and the appli-
cation of technical requirements. 

Equal opportunity does not mean an identical segment 
of broadcast time. When an opposing candidate requests an 
equal opportanity, the licensee must consider the daypart 
concerned, t4 length of the time segment, and the desirabil-
ity of the particular broadcast time (including adjacency to 
popular programs). The station is not required to afford an 
opposing candidate an opportunity to appear on the same 
program, or eyen at the same time of day or the same day of 
the week, as long as the time segments offered are reason-
ably comparable. 

The mechanics of working out equal opportunities is a 
matter the FCC normally leaves to the station and the 
candidates involved, within that framework of the general 
principles. 

Requests for Equal Opportunities: A right to equal 
opportunities does not arise automatically, but only upon 
proper request The request must be made by a candidate or 
by an authorized representative and not by a political party 
or special interest group. All equal opportunity requests 
must be for a "use" by the candidate. 

Seven Da jt Rule: A request for equal opportunities 
must be made ! ithin seven days of an opposing candidate's 
prior use. Thus if Candidate A "uses" a broadcast facility on 
October 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25, Candidate B's request for 
equal opportuzities on October 26 will only cover Candi-
date A's uses of October 20 and 25; Candidate B lost his 
right to request equal opportunities to Candidate A's first 
three uses by waiting more than seven days after the use had 
occurred. Further equal opportunity rights do not attach to 
the reply "use." 

A station is under no obligation to advise a candidate of 
a use by an opposing candidate — even when a use occurs 
toward the very end of a campaign. However, upon inquiry 
from a legally-qualified candidate, the station must provide 
the candidate with the facts relative to opposing candidates' 
requests, including the time sold and the changes made. This 
may be done by referring the candidate (or his or her 
representative) to the station's online political file. 

Prior Requests for Expected Uses: Requests made 
before an opponent's use must be honored only if directed 
to a specific future use known at the time of the request. 
However, when a candidate will use a station according to 

a fixed and continuing pattern (such as a spot in the 7:00 p.m. 
news every Monday), then a single request from a legally 
qualified opposing candidate for equal opportunities will 
apply not only to the first candidate's uses during the 
preceding seven days but for all subsequent scheduled uses 
as well under the same "buy." 

This column is provided for general information pur-
poses only and should not be relied upon as legal advice 
pertaining to any specific factual situation. Legal decisions 
should be made only after proper consultation with a legal 
professional of your choosing. 

Gregg Skall is a partner of the law firm Womble Bond 
Dickinson (US) LLP. He _frequently lectures on FCC rules and 
regulations, represents several state broadcaster associations 
and individual broadcasters and other parties before the Fed-
eral Communicatialns Commission in their commercial business 
dealings. 

Prior to priva e practice, Mr. Skall served as the Chief 
Counsel for the National Telecommunications and Information 
Administration and General Counsel to the White House Office 
of Telecommunications Policy. 
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Transmitter !sit( 
Once I had a sample system I could trust, I took a set 

of reference readings, then when the weather forecast 

Rebuilding a DA Tuning House 

by Bob Re/te, CBT 

It is quite evident that this ATU enclosure was in bad 
need of replacement. Even if it had been deemed repair-
able, it certainly 
did not meet 
today's standards 
for public expo-
sure to radio fre-
quency energy. 
Although the 
fence and lattice 
work did prevent 
contact with the 
series fed tower 
and feed, it was 
possible to get too 
close to the feed. 
If one leaned on 
the front cover, 
one would exceed 
the public expo-
sure limits be-
cause of radiation 
from the ATU 
coils. 

It was decided to build a proper tuning house where 
one could be inside, and out of the elements, when 
working on the somewhat complex ATU. The station is 
a four tower DA 
with different 
patterns for day 
and night. Each 
ATU has a 
contactor for 
changing ATU 
components for 
day and night pat-
terns. 

The next de-
cision to make 
was how, or if, to 
keep the station 
on the air. One 
possibility was to 
put the station in 
non-directional 
mode, with tower 
three as the ra-
diator and tow-
ers one, two and 
four detuned. We would have had to take the detuning 
inductor off of the ATU panel and jury rig it onto tower 
two. The other choice was to take the AM station 
totally off the air during the rebuild. Sadly, very few 
people listened to the AM station, preferring the FM 
translator. It was determined that we could get the 
rebuild done within ten days and this particular trans-
lator had no license requirement to be shut off if the 
AM was shut off, as long as it did not exceed ten days. 
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We investigated getting a small prefab building. 
but a local carpenter gave us a bid for our 5 x 6 x 8 
building that was lower than the cost of a prefab. Even 
better, it would be possible for him to build around the 
incoming transmission line, sample line, power line 
and control lines. 

It was most important that the ATU panel go back in 
the same position as it formerly occupied relative to the 
tower and transmission lines, so that the phase relation 
would not change. While the carpenter was there, we had 
him build a new 
fence further 
away from the 
tower and totally 
enclosing the tun-
ing house. 

Before con-
struction began, I 
had to get the 
sample system 
working 100% so 
that I could com-
pare before and 
after the ATU re-
build. The station 
chief operator 
was complaining 
of "flaky" read-
ings on tower 
one. Checking 
the sample loop, 
I found this badly cracked feed-through for the sample 
line. It leaked water so badly that the center conductor 
had corroded away on the UHF male connector and the 
dielectric of the 
cable was soak-
ing wet. I re-
placed the cable 
from the tower to 
the barrel con-
nection at the tun-
ing unit as well as 
the connector and 
feed through. 

A quick tip: 
When you are 
doing tower work 
like this, hang 
your bucket un-
der what you are 
working on, so 
that if you drop 
one of the 4-40 
screws that holds 
the feed through 
to the sample 
loop, it will fall into the bucket instead of to the ground 
never to be seen again! 
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called for a 
began. Eve 
was warned 

least a week without rain, construction 
one 
o be 

careful while dig-
ging post holes, 
so as not t 
any ground 

It was 
cided not to 
concrete 
down, but to 
crushed ston 
the foundatio 
try to make th 
easier for the 
that the gro 
system need 
be replaced. 

While the 
penter was do ng 
his thing, I m de 
repairs to he 
ATU, replac ng 
this terminals ip 
that had go en 
soaking wet, or 
one thing. 

We were àle 
to put the ATU 
back such that te 
RF transmission 
line, power and 
control circuits 
hooked rig 1t 
back up perfec y 
— but we had o 
shorten the fe d 
to the toweir 
However havi g 
taken a set of a 
tenna monitor 
readings before 
construction be-
gan, I was able to 
adjust both day and night output coils of the ATU to 
makeup for the somewhat lower inductance of the tower 
feed loop, adjusting for the same phase as before. 

cut 
res. 
de-
ut a 
ad 
use 
for 
to 
gs 
ay 
nd 
to 

While I probably could have "gotten away" with 
leaving it alone, as the phase had only changed two 
degrees, I'm a real believer of "exchange, don't rear-
range" when working with directional AM stations. 

Bob Reite operates his contract engineeringfirm, Telecentral 
Electronics, Inc. servicing radio stations in Pennsylvania and 
New York state and may be contacted at br@teken.com 
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Basic Computer 
Hardware Maintenance 

by Chris Ark 

Starting my career as an audio engineer I had no idea 
I would become a broadcast engineer. As a broadcast 
engineer with zero experience, I didn't know I would have 
to become an IT "professional." With almost every bit of 
broadcast technology being connected to a computer or 
being a computer itself, a broadcast engineer must possess 
basic IT and computers skills to survive. But what are the 

basics? I found that, at the very least, you must be able to 
troubleshoot and maintain a simple computer. This article 
is intended to give the young engineer some basic food for 
thought when performing hardware maintenance on a 
Windows "client" computer. Before performing any kind 
of maintenance on a computer, there are few pre-mainte-
nance items on my checklist. 

Backup Local User Documents: 
If documents aren't already being backed up to a 

server or NAS (network attached storage), take the time to 
backup local Microsoft Office documents, audio files, 
video files, etc. This can be a life saver in the event you 
accidentally delete user data or damage the hard drive. Do 
yourself a favor and sit down with the end user so they can 
show you where every single file is located. Remember, 
we're human and will make mistakes. Just be prepared and 
have files backed up. 

Create a System Restore Point: 
What is a System Restore point? A system restore 

point is a snapshot of your computers critical system files, 
installed applications, settings, and windows registry, 
taken at a specific point in time. If a program or operating 
system stops functioning properly after an update or for 
"no apparent reason," a restore point allows you to restore 
the computer's system back to a point in time when it was 
working properly. This can help you if you're doing file 
cleanup and accidentally delete a file that is critical to the 
operation of a piece of software or operating system. By 
default, the Windows automatic system restore point fea-

ture is disabled. Be sure to enable or verify that the feature 
is enabled. Once enabled, restore points are created auto-
matically (frequency depends on the version of OS). In 

addition, system restore points can be automatically cre-
ated by specific events such as updating device drivers, 
installing Windows updates, and even executing a restore 
point. Even if restore points are present, when working a 

on a computer for the first time, I create a new restore point 
ensuring it's as current as possible. An important note is 
that a system restore point does not backup documents. If 
you accidentally delete a file(s), a system restore point will 
not help you. 

Create a System Image: 
A system image is an exact copy of a computer's hard 

drive. This image contains the operating system and up-

dates, installed programs and, unlike a restore point, it 
contains all personal files. When opening a computer for 
hardware maintenance, I always create system image. If 
you zap the hard drive with electrostatic or damage a 
mechanical component of the drive, you want to be able to 
restore the computer back to its original state as soon as 
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possible. To help prevent electrostatic damage, wear an 
ESD strap (electrostatic discharge strap) when working 
inside the box or handling hardware components. 

It's worth noting that a Windows created system image 
should only be used to restore the computer in which it 
derived from. It's hardware specific and every computer 
has a unique SID (security identifier). In a network envi-
ronment, having multiple computers with the same SID 
can create issues. It's possible change the SID manually 
but it is not a simple task. If you are deploying a fleet of 
computers and want to update and install programs on one 
computer, create a system image, then install that image on 
other computers, I recommend using Symantec Ghost 
software. Among the countless features, Symantec Ghost 
has "DeployAnywhere" technology that helps avoid the 
pitfalls of trying to use one image on multiple computes 
across a range of different hardware. 

Now it's time to go inside the box ... 

Random Access Modules (RAM) 
RAM is the hardware in a computer that stores data, 

programs, and parts of the OS that are being used at that 
moment, so the computer's processors can retrieve that 
information quickly. Its important that the RAM module 
pins make good contact with the motherboard. When 
performing general maintenance, I like to remove the 
RAM modules and inspect the pins for oxidization. The 
contact pins should have a shiny gold look to them. If they 
look dingy and dull, gently clean the pins with a #2 pencil 
eraser. Be sure to remove the loose eraser debris before 
reseating the module. When reseating the module, note the 
location of the notch on the RAM's PCB (Printed Circuit 
Board). This notch is there to ensure the correct orienta-
tion of the module when installing. Firmly press down on 
both sides of the module and it should snap in to place. 

Cleaning the pins and reseating the modules is the 
same approach I take when RAM failure occurs. Depend-
ing on the type of computer, you have you will be notified 

of a RAM failure by a series of beeps or a number 
combination illuminated on the front of the computer— oh, 

and the computer won't boot up! Remember that oxidiza-
tion prevents the flow of electrons and with the constant 
vibration of a computer, the modules can wiggle loose and 
have a less than ideal connection. 

When replacing RAM modules, be sure you're order-
ing modules that are compatible with your motherboard. 
You can verify the model needed by looking at the existing 
RAM modules, downloading a memory advisor tool such 
as CPU-Z, or go to crucial.com. I like crutial.com be-
cause their website has a function that scans the RAM 
modules and lists compatible models. Also, be sure to 
install new RAM modules in matched pairs. Mis-matched 
modules can prevent the computer from booting. If it does 
boot, it can act erratic or constantly crash. 

Hard Drive Health 
Hard drives are one of the most important components 

of a computer and are the most susceptible to failure. This 
very article is recently recovered from a failed SSD that 
tested good not two days before its demise. Keeping an eye 
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on hard drive health is critically important. Hard drive 
failures come in two forms, physical and logical. With 
HDD's (Hard Disk Drives), physical mechanical failures 
occur with the read/write heads and arms, spindle, actua-
tors etc. These parts break down over time like parts on a 
vehicle. Symptoms of physical failures are noises such as 
clicks, scratching, and grinding coming from the hard 
drive. Logical failures occur when sectors of the platter 
(magnetic storage medium for HHD' s) or nonvolatile 
memory (storage medium for SSD's — Solid State Drive) 

become corrupt or fail altogether. Logical failures mani-
fest themselves by way of preventing the operating system 
from loading properly, frequent error messages and crashes 
when running software, problems writing or loading files, 
or files missing all together. 

Windows has a hard drive health check function 
called S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring Analysis & Report-
ing Technology). To access, pull up the command prompt 
and enter the following, "WMIC —> DISKDRIVE GET 
STATUS". The drive will be analyzed and will be given 
a pass (OK) / fail (Pred Fail). This is a generic report that 
only tells you if the hard drive is a few breaths away from 
failure. I recommend using a freeware called 
CrystalDiskInfo that performs a comprehensive scan 
and provides a detailed report of your hard drive. It even 
has an email 
errors occur. 
hard drives, i 
100%, I woul 

otification feature that alerts you when 
o matter the software used to analyze 
they come back anything but passing 
change the hard drive ASAP. 

Checking for 
Bad electro 

do funny thing 
your computer 
supply could pr 
together. Bad c 
different forms 
have brownish 
the proper tool 
sucker, solder 
ing on your sol 
your time is, yo 
ment MOBO (mother board). 

Bad Capacitors 
ytic capacitors can make your computer 
. Bad cap's on a motherboard can make 
andomly restart and bad caps on a power 
vent the computer from powering up all 
pacitors can show themselves in a few 
Bulging (pregnant), sitting crooked, or 
rust. You can replace them if you have 
(soldering iron with fine tip, solder 

ick, maybe some PCB cleaner) Depend-
ering skills, budget, and how valuable 
maybe be better off getting a replace-

Dust Mitigation 
Removing dust from your computer is important. Dust 

prevents components from breathing and keeping cool, 

ultimately reducing their lifespan. This is often over-
looked or put offentirely. There are two schools of thought 
here, blowing or vacuuming. I prefer to blow dust out with 
compressed air and not use a vacuum to blow dust out. The 
nozzle and hose of a vacuum can create an electrostatic 
charge and discharge on to sensitive components. You 
may also get too close to the components and physically 
knock them around. There are vacuums on the market built 
for cleaning computers but I wouldn't take my chances. 
Proponents of vaciuuming say that blowing dust out intro-
duces dust in toi places that it wasn't located before. 
Although I can't say that's incorrect, I'll take my chances 
blowing dust out of the computer rather than the more 
likely situation of blectrostatic or physical damage caused 
by a vacuum. It may be worth stating that you shouldn't 
have any exposed mother board sockets or data connectors 
when performing dust mitigation. 

In my next article we'll discuss basic OS maintenance. 

This article is dedicated to Robert Reymont. Without 
him, I wouldn 't know what broadcasting engineering was. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact 
me on my website CRAAudio.com. Chris Ark, CBT 
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Tower Topics 

Matching Networks for Two AM Towers 

by John L. Marcan, CBRE CBTE 8VSB Specialist 

We have seen from the last edition that an L network can 
be used to match a single tower to a 50 Ohm transmission line. 
In reality, most AM stations have multiple towers. The usual 
arrangement is to have a phasing equipment to provide the 
proper phase, the right power and the proper impedance 
match for each tower. 

An understanding of how the matching is done is impor-
tant and it is better to start on a simpler system like a two-tower 
network with a simple signal pattern. Signal patterns are 
shaped by a number of different factors. For example, con-
sider a two-tower system 180 degrees apart, shown below. 

A 
A 180. apart 

The two towers have the same current magnitude, and the 
same phase angle of zero. The signal from A, once it arrives 
at B, is 180'out of phase with B and the signals 
will cancel. On the other hand, the signal from 
B is also 180° out of phase once it arrives at A 
and will also cancel. We say therefore that 
there is minimum signal towards the left or 
right. However, they are both in phase with the 
up and down signals. The pattern would look 
like this: 

The shape is a slim figure "8" and perpen-
dicular to the two towers. For the figure below, 
tower A phase is changed from 0 to 180 de-
grees. 

 >A 1Le 

UM* 

A A 
A 180. apart 

The signal from A will be 360 degrees when it arrives at 
tower B and the two signals are in phase. Same is true for the 
signal from B to A. This means that the left to right signal is 
at maximum. However, the up and down signals are out of 
phase and yields an entirely different result. The pattern is 
shown below: 

It is still a figure 
8 but it is along the 
line of the towers and 
it is fat compared to 
the figure 8 on the 
first example. 

The shape of 
these patterns is gov-
erned by the formula: 

E= cos[(S/2) sin() 

Where: S = tower spacing in degrees 
• = Phase difference in degrees 
O = Horizontal direction 
O = 0 is perpendicular to the line of towers 
This is the equation for general horizontal radiation 

pattern for two towers fed with equal current. There are many 
other possible combinations of tower spacing and phase 
difference between the currents of a two-tower array that will 
produce different patterns but they are beyond the scope of 
this article. However, the Reference Data for Radio Engi-
neers, 9th Edition listed them all on Chapter 32 pages 32-33, 
Fig 57. 

For our sample array, let us say we consider a cardioid 
pattern. Two towers will be of the same current magnitude, 

with one current lagging by 90 degrees, and the two towers are 
quarter wavelength apart. The two towers will also be quarter 
wave high. 

d_o • 

A 
9e apart 

The next step is to find the tower impedance. We already 
have this value from last time and it is 37 +j25. It will be the 
same for both towers. 

This is followed by finding the Mutual impedance between 
the two towers. Much like two coils that are adjacent to each 
other having mutual inductance, towers that are close by also 
have mutual impedance. Unfortunately, this is diffi-
cult to compute. Remember that we need to get both 
the R and the imaginary part jX. The mutual imped-
ance equation for the resistance R alone has 12 terms. 
A computer program is actually used for resolving 
the equations for mutual impedance. Fortunately, 
there are graphs that shows mutual impedance of two 
towers with certain height and spacing. An example 
of this is shown in Figure 6 > > > > > 

Mutual impedance of two monopoles. From 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES AND RADIATING 
SYSTEMS by Edward C Jordan, Prentice Hall, 
May 1955. 

As we can see, because they are 90 degrees 
apart and 90 degrees high, the mutual impedance 
Zm of our tower is 25Lar Converting this to 
rectangular form, Zm = 25* cos (-35) + j 25*sin (-
35) or Zm = 21 -j14. 

Next to be determined is the operating imped-
ance of each tower. In the single tower matching 
with the "L" filter, the operating impedance is the 
self-impedance of the tower. In this case, the oper-
ating impedance is the self-impedance plus the 
mutual impedance from the other tower. If there are 
more than two towers, then the operating imped-
ance is the self-impedance plus the mutual imped-
ances from all the other towers. In equation form: 

Z1 = Zself + (12/11)*M12 + (13/12) *M13 + (14/ 
11)*M14 + 

Where: Z1 = operating impedance of tower 1 
Zself = Self impedance of tower 1 
11,12,13,14 = currents in towers 1,2,3, 4 and ... 
M12 .M13, M14 = mutual impedance between 

tower 1 and 2,3, 4 ... 
In our case, the operating impedance = Zself 

+(I2/11) *M12 
If we come back to the required current and 

phase between the two towers, 11 = 1/..9.0 and 12 = 
1LO.º. In rectangular form, Il = 1*cos90 +j*1*sin 90 
or II= +j. On the other hand, 12 = l*cos0 +j*I*sinO, 
12 = 1. Dividing 11/12 = j/1 j. Thus, 1 = j12. 

Let Z1 = operating impedance of tower 1: 
Substituting Il with jI2, 
Z1 = 37+j25 + (12/j12) *(21-j14) = 37+j25 + (-j) *(21-j 14) 

37+j25 -j21-14 
Z1= 23+j4 
On the other hand, Let Z2 = operating impedance of tower 

2: 

.A 1Z.Q.* 

2 

Z2= 37+j25 + (j12/12) *(21-j14) = 37+j25 + (j) *(21-j14) 
= 374-j25 +j21+14 

Z2= 51 +j46 
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Matching Networks 
We are now ready to design the matching networks. The 

diagram is shown below: 

se apart 

Block diagram of the entire system. 

Match network B and C can be co-located in one room or 
box. Match network A and D will match antennas 1 and 2 with 
each of their 50 Ohm transmission line at their inputs. The 
inputs of matching network B and C when connected parallel 
must be equal to 50 Ohms. The relationship between the 
common point r sistance and power is given by the formula: 

Figure 6 
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The mutual impedance (referred to the current loops) 
between monopole antennas of equal height. 

Rb = (PT/Pb) *50 
where: Rb = resistance of network B input 
Pb= power to the network B 
PT= total power 
Pb is also the power going into the tower and can be 

expressed as Pb= I12*R1. 
Thus, Rb = (PT/ (112*R1)) *50 and Rc = (PT/ (122*R2)) 

*50 (Continued on Page 20) 
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Tower Topic! 

Matching Networks 

- Continued from Page 18 - 

If we divide Rb by Rc, PT and the 50 will cancel out, 
Il and 12 will also cancel out because they are equal and the 
terms will simplify to: 

Rb/Rc = ( 1 /R1)/(1/R2) or Rb/Rc = R2/R1. R2 and RI 
are the resistive part of the operating impedance of the 
towers: RI = 23, R2 = 51 

Thus, Rb/Rc = 51/23. Rb and Rc can also be expressed 
as: 50=Rb*Rc/(Rc+Rb). Solving for Rb and Rc, Rb = 161 
Ohms and Rc = 73 Ohms. 

Match Network A 
Ra input of 50 Ohms will be matched to tower 1 

impedance Z1= 23+j4 using an L section. Four possible 
solutions: 

Network 1 and 2: Xp = +j46 and Xs = -j25, -j46 and j25. 
Phase shift A= 47° 

Network 3 and 4: +j48 and -j25, -j48 and j25. We 
choose -j48 and +j25. But there is the +j4 already from the 
tower, so L = -j35 Xp and +j25 Xs. 

Match Network B and C 
We will again use an L network for B and C. Network 

B and C will match 161 and 73 Ohms respectively to their 
respective 50 Ohm transmission lines. 

For Match network B with 161 Ohms input: 
Network 1 and 2: +j108 Xp and -j75Xs, -j108 and +j75 
Network 3 and 4: j0 and -j75, -j0 and +j75 .We choose 

J75. Phase shift B=56° 

For Match network C with 73 Ohms input: 
Network 1 and 2: +j108 Xp and -j34Xs, -j108 and +j34 
Network 3 and 4: j0 and -j34, -j0 and +j34 .We choose 

j34. Phase shift C=34° 

Match Network D 
For Network D, we will use a T section to control the 

phase shift of the system once all the parts are installed. 
Remember that the phase shifts from the transmitter to 
tower 1 must be 90 degrees ahead from the cumulative 
phase shifts from the transmitter to Tower 2. 

There is also the phase 
shift due to the lines, which 
in this case will be an as- 2344 T +)25 

sumed number. When we 
choose the actual frequency 
and the type of transmission 
line, then this phase shift can 
be determined. We will as-
sume that the phase shift from 
A to B transmission line is 
40° and from C to D = 50°. We can now express in 
equation form all the phase shifts needed so that tower 1 
will lead by 90°: 

(B to tower 1) + TL p.s. + 90° = (C to tower 2) + TL p.s. 
A+B +40°+90° = C+D+ 50° 
47+56+40+90 = 34+D+50 
D = 149° 
To double check: transmitter to tower 1 = 47+56+40 = 

143° 
Transmitter to tower 2 = 34+149+50= 233° 
All the phase shifts make the signal from the transmit-

ter lag (negative) by the time it gets to the towers. The 
phase shifts become - 143° and -233°. Thus, tower 1 phase 
shift is ahead by +90°. 

Fora T s 
Z1= -j ( 
Z2= -j ( 
Zp= -j 
R1>R2 
Z1 is ne 

ction:   
cosC - 1111 * R2)/sinC) 
cosC - 1.4-keR2)/sinC) 
1 * R2)/sinC 

R1 and Z2 is near R2 
RI= 51 ohms and R2 = 50 Ohms (transmission line). 
Phase shift D = 149°. Solving for the network, 
Z1= j183, Z2 = j181 and ZP =-j98. But there is already 

+j46 from the tower so Z1 = +j137 
The whole diagram is shown below. 

Tower 1 

A 

50 ohm TL 

115 *P4 

D 
+1181 +1137 

50 ohm TL 

I -Tra-nsmitter  

50 ohm TL 

Tower 2 

Matching networks for 

the two 90° tower array. 
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by Bob Burn horn 

Punch Block Tips 
The "66" style punch block has been a staple in broadcast 

studios for decades. 
Once upon a time someone thought that by borrowing 

them from the telephone industry, we would save time and 
space constructing studios, rather than using those cumber-
some barrier strips. They were right. 

Contortions-R-Us 
But who among us has not spent hours with our bodies 

jammed inside studio furniture adding wires to a block bolted 
in a place apparently selected by a sadist (or some chiropractor's 
marketing agent)? 

When designing and installing the many studios at Specs 
Howard School in Southfield, Michigan, there were three 
factors that I kept in mind: 

1. Efficiency (and comfort) during the installation pro-
cess, especially since for the most part, it was a one-man task 
for me. 

2. Ease of maintenance, and adaptable to future changes. 
3. Reliable, yet reasonable in cost. 

A Better Way 
The most popular punch block version, manufactured by 

Siemon, can be mounted directly, or with a mounting bracket 
that allows the wiring to be fed through the sides underneath 
the block. I strongly recommend using the bracket. Sheet 
metal screws can be used to secure the block to the bracket. 
The key here is the block is removable from the bracket. 

By leaving plenty of 
service loop for all cabling, 
the block can be physically 
removed and placed on a 
horizontal surface for fu-
ture work. 

Pre-wiring a block as 
much as possible is actu-
ally the most desirable way 
to it. Since studios often 
were in use the day before 
- or even the very day I 
planned a console upgrade 
- I had to make very effi-
cient use of the time I spent 
in the studio. Many blocks were 
workbench before they even went 

Using a punch tool for 
an extended period is faster 
and much less stressful in a 
comfortable environment, 
or at least having the abil-
ity to punch it on a hori-
zontal surface. 

Documentation 
As Your Go 

With a brand new 
block, thefirst thing to do is 
to get out your Sharpie® 
and number the block on 
both sides - even if you 
know you are only going to 
use half the terminals. 

It reduces the chance of errors and makes it easier should any 
extra terminal connections be needed in the future. 

pre-wired 
into 

on my desk or 
a studio. 

Obviously, the next step is to prepare a wire chart identi-
fying which wire goes to which punch block number. Some 
like to number the wires themselves, using various types of 
labels and/or shrink-wrap. 

Some Addit nal Tips 
1. Punch Mounds individually rather than tying them to an 

external strap. This minimizes the chances of ground loops, and 
if any occur it s very easy to lift grounds at the block. 

2. Keep a s cond punch tool with a dull blade handy should 
the ground wt s have a tendency to break during the wiring 
process; it is fa ter than trying to adjust the impact on the tool 
between punches. 

3. Use block mount-
ing brackets so that the 
cabling can be neatly 
routed under 
when mounted 
metal screw at 
bottom will s 
block to the m 

4. The SLUT 
can be neatly 
with cable ties ai 
hung nearby s 
block need to b 
again. Use cab 
chors secured w 

he block 
A sheet 
e top and 
cure the 

ting. 
lus cable 
bundled 
d loosely 
ould the 
removed 
e tie an-
Ith small 

sheet metal scr w to secure surplus cabling. 
5. The Sie ens part number for the standard "66" block 

is 66B3-50; the nounting bracket is S66-B6, These very low 
cost items should be available from your favorite supplier or 
broadcast vendtr. 

Planning ah ad this way, you can build and wire punch 
blocks in such a way as to make things much easier for you on that 
day when you will need to work on them again. - Radio Guide - 
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Balancing Gadgets 

Precision unbalanced to balanced audio 
converters. Exclusive input stage breaks 
ground /oops. Starting at $ 149 (SRP). 
Groundbreaking. 

Failsafe Gadget 

Monitors your programming for interruptions. 
If silence is sensed, backup is automatically 
engaged. Adjustable threshold and delay. 
$229 (SRP). Sleep better. 

Distribution Gadget 

Drives up to eight destinations from a single 
mono or stereo source. Exclusive input 
circuitry breaks ground loops, even with 
mbalanced sources. $249 (SRP). Hear there. 

Talkshow Gadget 

Turns° little live mixer into a radio mixer. 
Adds essential broadcast features like mic 
control, speaker muting, on-air signaling and 
monitor volume. Only $229 (SRP). Make radio. 

Cough. Drop. 

Studio guests are only human. And humans cough. They cough and clear 
their throats and sniff and snort. Not the most pleasant experience for 
your listeners. If you tell your guests to turn their heads and cough, they 
might misunderstand. Besides, it really doesn't help that much. 

Cure this with the Guest Gizmo. It has a cough drop (ahem) button built 
right in. Your guest feels the need to make disgusting noise and pushes 
the button until the urge has passed. You'll want one at every guest 
microphone position. The cough button is a necessary tool. 

Speaking of necessities, every guest needs headphones. Which is why the 
Guest Gizmo provides a stereo headphone amplifier with volume control. 
Your guest can adjust headphone levels to personal taste (that human 
thing again). And the Guest Gizmo amo has the power to drive just about 
anything, even those big cans so beloved in radio. 

You know those cool new mic arms with the built-in LED tallies? They're all 
the rage. Problem is lighting them up. Guest Gizmo to the rescue again. 
Hook up your mic arm to the logic port and the button changes from cough 
to on/off/cough and drives the red light whenever the mic is hot. Cool? 

We're not done. The best part is how it mounts in your studio furniture. 
It drops into a 2 7/8 inch grommet hole. That's right. A quick trip to the 
hardware store for a hole saw, and you're ready for business. No router 
required. And at only $ 169 (SRP), you can afford a gizmo for every guest. 

No guests? No probiem. Angry Audio has all kinds of gadgets and gizmos 
for tackling all kinds of tasks. So let's get at it. Those problems aren't going 
to solve themselves. 

AngryAudio.com 
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Shown are just a few touchscreens, created by users and deployed in broadcast facilities today, utilizing our ScreenSuilder virtual dev?lopment platform. 

Why Stop At The Console When You Can 
Virtualize Your Entire Studio? 

With ScreenBuilder 2.0, YOU determine what to put behind your glass. 

Buttons. Faders. Knobs. Meters. Clocks and timers. Salvos. Hardware control. Complete signal 

chains. YOU determine exactly how they function and interact with a simple scripting wizard. 

Smart wtual tools. Intelligent IP audio networking. WheatNet-IF with ScreenBuilderTM 

virtual development platform lets you adapt as you go. Got any ideas? 

Download your free e-book "MAKING SENSE OF THE VIRTUAL STUDIO" 

wheatstone.com/smart-rg 

VIRTUAL • AUGMENTED • REALITY WHEATNET-IP INTELLIGENT NETWORK 

Build Your Own. It's All in WheatNet-IP. 
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EMX is the most full-featured and modernly innovative broadcast console ever from PR&E. 

It's got more of everything you need to run even the largest, most complex studios with ease, 

yet feels right at home to PR&E veterans. Its AolP networking, based on the industry-standard 

WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, is no-nonsense, no- failure, and eminently expandable. 

Get MORE — EMX takes PR&E beyond the limit. 

More Bus Options 

4-stereo PGM, 2-stereo AUX 
buses, 1—dedicated mix-minus 

bus, & 2-channel telco out provide 
flexibile functionality for major 

market applications. 

More Channels & Control 

16, 20, or 24 input channels 
with optional wide frame sizes. 
Bus-rn'nus on each. Full logic & 

machine control. Tricked out studio, 
control room, & monitor channels_ 

More Audio & I/O 

Parametric EQ & full dynamic 
control on every channel rivals 

standalone processors. 2-SQ mic 
pres & 8-stereo analog & digital 

I/O, all easily expandable. 

rirl>m< 
pre.com/errx-rg 

More Studios 

Connect as many studios as you 
have via CATÓ and integral 5-port 
switch or off-the-shelf switches. 

Intelligent AolP network routes and 
controls audio sources anywhere. 

PACIFIC RESEARCH C. ENGINEERING 

Designed and built in tne USA by Wheatstone • 252,638-7000 • sales@wheatstone.com 



-Remote Radi, 

Addressing Remote Broadcast Success 

by Wiely Boswell 

All remote radio and TV broadcast units now typi-
cally depend on cellular Internet data. Very sophisti-
cated devices now can combine data streams from 
multiple cell providers. They use multiple devices such 
as 4G USB plugs/jetpacks simultaneously to increase 
bandwidth required by video backpacks. All this is 
great until the stadium or street fills up with thousands 
of people wanting to send photos. Cellular capacity can 
not handle the data. It is not economical to build 
capacity for this situation that occurs infrequently. 
When they know it is going to be a huge event where 
their service will be strained they will bring in the cell 
sites on wheels (COWS), the portable cell sites that 
keep the service somewhat available. 

So the first thing is delay with these portable codecs. 
The required encode/decode process is going to put in 
some small delay. While there will be some path delay, 
the big delay comes from buffering. The nature of 4G 
Internet data transmission can be bursty transmission 
that will drop the stream. So to have a good, consistent 
audio or video flow, the data gets backed up in a buffer 
that can "play" back out even while data is interrupted 
occasionally. The larger the buffer, the more tolerant 
the stream is to dropouts. The encoding algorithm of the 
codec can be dynamic to handle data slow-downs. 

The result is that video will loose resolution or 
audio quality can be degraded. A stream that you can 
trust does not have dropouts, as you would expect from 
a hard wired Internet connection. Little or no drop outs 
allow you to use an algorithm that does not use a large 
buffer and thus less delay. 

One remote I was part of had quite a setup of 
antennas on a stand and the way I understood it, the 
system had a way to "reach out" to cell sites that were 
the next cell away, that a normal cell phone would not 
reach. It is a very expensive system that does obtain 
knowledge of sites around it and has a way to force 
connections to these further away cells. Again, very 
expensive, but it has to work. 

I attended the Alabama Broadcasters Association 
convention recently and ran into an associate from north 
Alabama that has done an amazing thing that has been 
needed for a long time. His company has worked a deal 
with Verizon to be able to obtain cellular data priority that 
allows a remote broadcast to stay up in a crowd. Josh 
Bohn of Bohn Broadcast Services (bohnbroadcast.com) 
has worked on this data plan for well over a year. 

First responders and government agencies have had 
this Wireless Priority Service (WPS) feature for years 
now and they have priority over normal callers. It is said 

not to drop a lower class call in progress. With data it is 
a quality of service ( QOS ) class that is associated with 
the EID of th device. This new broadcast device plan 
is for 4G LTE 
business pac 
related to th 
(TSP) and G 
tions Service 
that are very h 
all the time, 
event that im 

data. It will not be a part of any Verizon 
ge you may currently have. It is also 
Telecommunications Service Priority 
vernment Emergency Telecommunica-
ETS). Users have higher priority levels 
rd to be able to obtain. GETS is in effect 
ot just during a disaster or other major 
acts land I ines. 

MaxxKonnect Wireless, Using Verizon 4G LTE 

A new of ering, MaxxKonnect Wireless, using 
Verizon 4G L , has an activation fee, a per month cost 
plus data usag cost. This 4G LTE 
connection ca be a replacement 
for an RF S when used with 
streaming en oder and decoder 
boxes. This is also needed for re-
mote sites with no Internet service. Open STL frequen-
cies are beco ing rare and you may also be paying 
tower rent for 900 MHz antenna on one or both ends. 
Extreme distan e or line of sight blockage may make an 
STL or a Ubiqu ty WiFi shot not be possible. You might 
even need a ba kup STL while waiting on a feed line or 
antenna repairs. (Continued on Page 28) 

VERIZON 

LIS Lu 

Coaxial Dynamics 
A CDI INDUSTRIES, INC COMPANY 

SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS 

COAXIAL DYNAMICS has been a leading manufacturer of 
precision equipment for the measurement and termination of 
RF Power since 1969. Our equipment is used by engineers 
in a wide variety of applications throughout the world. 

Our products include: 

•Directional Wattmeters for both Analog & Digital applications 
from 1 W to 100 kW and from 2 MHz to 2.3 GHz. 

•Wattchman RF Monitor/Alarm Systems. 

'Line Sections & Plug- In Elements. 

•RF Loads - Dry, Oil, Water, and Air designs up to 200 kW. 

'Low Pass Filters & Power Sensors. 

6800 Lake Abram Drive, Middleburg His., Ohio 44130, USA 
440-243-1100 ' Toll Free: 1-800-COAXIAL • Fax: 440-243-1101 
E- Mail: sales@coaxial.com • Web Site: www.coaxial.com 

•Broadcast Equipment • 
Wattchman - High Power Wattmeters - Elements 

.Line Sections & Meters. 
'Termination Loads. 

Dry - Oil - Water - Air 
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Be the Talk (Show) 
of the Town 

Great Sounding Phones for Any Size Facility 

«e› ev HMI 

VX Enterprise 
Immense capacity with 

up to 120 hybrids 

••••  

VX Prime+ 
For smaller facilities (2-4 studios) 

with 8 fixed hybrids 

Today's broadcast facilities require flexibility, uncompromising quality, and a careful eye on the bottom line. 

Using Voice over IP technology (VolP) you can have remarkable-sounding on-air phone calls with no 'gotchas'. Our new 

Telos VX® Enterprise or VX Prime+ phone systems are the right choices for your facility whether you need two hybrids or over 100! 

Save thousands monthly on expensive T1/PRI/POTS lines by switching to VX VolP. Many systems pay for themselves 

in less than 18 months in reduced phone service costs. 

And it's not hard to install. VX lets you connect easily to other gear on your Axia Livewire® or other AES67 network. 

Enjoy the best-sounding caller audio ever! Both VX Enterprise and VX Prime+ include native support of G.722 HD Voice. 

Our 5th-generation Telos® Adaptive Digital Hybrid supplies the clearest caller audio. Smart AGC and Digital Dynamic EQ 

by Omnia® assure call-to-call consistency from even the toughest cell phone caller. And our team is standing by 

to help you every step of the way. 

With world-renown quality that's made Telos the industry standard in broadcast telephony, 

VX will make you the talk show of the town. 

-1-NE -reLos ALLIANCE 

TelosAlliance.com/VX-VolP 

02018 All rIghts reserved. TLS Corp C18/17041 



Remote Radio 

Addressing Remote 
Broadcast Success 

— Continued from Page 26 — 

The MaxxKonnect system features a static IP with 
no port blocking and no throttle back of speed. An 
optional router is available with integrated cell modem, 
allowing a hardwire connection (bridge mode). There is 
no long term contract or cancellation fee, which is a 
good way to test the service in your area. The router is 
really nice with good features. It would also be a way to 
get other monitor and control systems fed to the Inter-
net. RDS data could also be sent to an RDS encoder at 
the transmitter site. 

LTE data is becoming the backup of choice over T-
1 lines or DSL for businesses. Security is also a concern 
and is now possible over LTE with AES, IPSec, and 
other encryption methods. Software management can 
track, control, and manage large network outages, and 
give the cloud based portal view, and of the entire 
regional network — in easy to use graphics. All LTE 
modems (which include a remote control tunnel to cell 
site) and routers can be monitored and controlled in a 
customer friendly screen. 

One large scale vendor of this technology is Accel-
erated, a subsidiary of Digi International, using 
Accelerated's software and modems. All equipment 
must meet Verizons' Open Development Verizon Pri-
vate Networking certification. Other Carriers such as 
AT&T also are offering dedicated services. AT&T's 

AXIENT n "(s-1-1-1\ 

enterprise data priority plan is called Dynamic Traffic 
Management. 

It just gets harder to keep up with advances in 
wireless data. You can just look at your wireless router 
with a ten fold or more in-
crease in throughput in the last 
five years. Now 5G is on the 
way with network capacity that 
can support private network-
ing. There are now lots of 22 
GHz point-to-point radios in 
the cellular backbone with large 
bandwidth to support 5G LTE 
and the new "smart cells." The 
goal is to expand services. 

Verizon is after what they 
see as a new expanding data 
service. They call it Unified Communications and 
Collaboration as a Service, UCCaaS. Other high end 
data services are getting ready to be the choice for 
backup "land line" Internet service w/ LTE data. "Dif-
ferentiated Service" is another buzzword that is said to 
address availability and priority. Cisco has a Jabber 
Application with packet marking to allow private net-
working. Another description is Mobile Private Net-
working — MPN when selling such applications. 

When 5G LTE does come out it will be great for a 
while until everyone starts using it. No doubt 3G will 
not be available much longer after 5G comes out and it 
will be a big push to get everyone using newer technol-
ogy, while having to support the old technology. 

From a local perspective this network management 
is complicated and is a large scale model. A lot of us are 
just trying to get LTE data to be there in demanding 

situations, so a simple plan like MaxxKonnect is more 
the ticket. When data does drop it is hard to tell where 
the issue is coming from, so do not let the studio 
Internet get overloaded either. (No streaming movies in 
control room during remotes is a good idea!) 

Accelerated 6350-SR LTE Router 

A backup 
plain old telep 
Tieline and Co 
to have whate 
cable and have 
Go thni all me 

Digital co 
such as vendor supported servers that allow a multicast 
remote session. It can be a very nice application for a 
small network distributing football games. 

Remotes have come a long way and you have to keep 
up with technology, especially IT connections. This 
priority LTE service is just the thing. It hopefully will 
not get to the point, if you want data priority, they could 
charge per gigabit based on network congestion at the 
time. You now can pay for privileges like taking the fast 
lane in Washington DC with the time of day toll rates 
based on traffic congestion conditions! 

Wiely Boswell is Chief Engineer of Faith Broad-
casting, Montgomery, AL; CBRE,CBNE, and SBE 118 
Chairman. He may be contacted at: Wiely(faithradio.org 

stem is always a safe plan — back to the 
one land line (POTS) if you can get one. 
rex offer dial-up as an option, so be sure 
er cords are needed, like a long phone 
he studio number in system memory dial. 
u options and be ready to set things up. 
ecs do have some really good options 

INTEGRITY YOU 
CAN HEAR. 
Incorporating the most innovative wireless 
audio technology in the world, Axient Digital 
was engineered from the ground up for 
professional productions that demand 
flawless execution. With an unprecedented 
level of signal stability and audio clarity, 
plus flexible hardware options, advanced 
connectivity, and comprehensive control, 
it's a wireless system built to take on the 
challenges of today—and tomorrow. 

RF Protection: Outstanding 
signal quality in even the most 
crowded environments 

Audio Quality: Low latency, 
transparent frequency response, 
& wide dynamic ronge 

Command & Control: ShowLinkqq) 
remote control, Shure Wireless 
Workbench >) software, 
ShurePlus' Channels app, & 
networked battery monitoring 

$500 REBATE 
EXP. 10/31/2018 

WITH 600 MHz 
TRADE-IN 

Learn more al proaudio.com 

or call u b at (800) 433-2105 for more information. 
PRO 411 le] [6] • c orn 

cl solutions in J r t 
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3roadcasters General Store 
Family Owned & Operated Since 19 75 t. 352-622-7700 www.BGS.cc 

PIMP Direct CAT 5 connect BD! Products 

To Your Burk, Davicom and Re/jo Remote 

RF Support including all OUI: 

DPS-1000 Power Meters 

SW? Series Controllers 

-- • 

Audio Switchers including all BDI: 

ATB/GPM/DAB Digital/Analog 

Audio Switchers 

A • be 

ow en • • • 

Tel. (914) 737-5032 www.broadcast-devices.com bdi 

610 
UNINTERRUPTED MONITORING OF STREAMING ONLINE RADIO 

Automatically decodes & displays live metadata 

Balanced analog L/R & AES-digital outputs 

Alarm checks for loss of audio, stream, & Internet 

Alerts sent by email and/or text messages 

Accurate front-panel LED metering 

Responsive Web interface for desktop or mobile 

1 LA.. II V' ---
HITE I iT E 

0.C.White Co. 

Tim Standard in Visual Radio 

1 II ii  ,, • 

1 it r 

SMS-2-ULP 

(Shown with optional Mic-Lite) 
Unobstructed tines of Sight 

Showiase the Talent Not the Equipment 

Future-Plmof You r Studio With Ultima'' 

The Most Scalable Microphone & Monitor Support System Available 

All Components Diop Tcgether Unsurpassed Range of Motion 
QL ickly & Easily &Control 

Holds Up to 6 Mics or Monitors in 

Any Configuration (up tc 120 Rm.) 
Performance, longeiity and 
Legendary 0 C. White Quality 

Contact us at: 413-289-1751 or visit www.ocwhite.com 

Guest Interviews 
Don't have to be Complicated. 

Quality Interviews, Simple Setup 
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Tech Topics 

Frustration 
by Steve Callahan 

Over 20 years ago, when I built my AM station, I 
did all the work myself. Looking back, it was probably 
not a good idea to take on such a project without any 
additional help at all, but I was young and foolish. I 
built the transmitter site by myself and built the studio 
site by myself. I had made a big publicity push in the 
local newspaper, saying that the new radio station 
would debut on the air with a live remote broadcast of 
a big fund-raising auction for the local Rotary Club. I 
thought that would get my new local radio station some 
attention and also help a very worthy local charity. 

The clock was ticking down to auction day and my 
first indication that my debut might not work out was 
that the tower crew arrived on site a week later than they 
had promised. I had the tower on the ground but I needed 
them to stack the steel and do the ground system. 

Up to this point I was very busy with all the facets 
that needed to be handled when you start a new busi-
ness, and especially a new radio station. I had installed 
the satellite dish that was going to be the way we got 
our music. I was hiring the two employees who would 
be on-air with me. I was searching for a salesperson 
that would help me market the station. However, I was 
procrastinating about getting the STL up and opera-

POWER-TILLER 
e  WITH RADOME 

- 

tional. It seemed that something else always distracted 
me from that STL. 

I had a microwave antenna on the newly built tower 
but I needed to get the studio side antenna mounted and 
working. Fortunately, the distance from the studio to the 
transmitter was only about 2 miles and it would shoot 
right up a railroad bed — so I didn't have any fear about 
Fresnel clearance. However, the STL got pushed back 
further and further as more and more unfinished details 
came out of the woodwork. 

Finally, on the day before the debut, I had to get that 
STL up and working. There was a rickety old, 50 foot, 
two-way radio tower at the studio site which had I 
planned to use for the STL. It was not a lot of fun 
climbing that old tower, in the dark, with a Scala 
paraflector on my back. The tower was indeed shaking 
as much as I was. However, I did get the antenna 
mounted and pointed in the right direction up the rail-
road track. Then I had to run a messenger wire to carry 
the coax between the two way tower and the new studio 
building. 

Around 5:00 a.m. on the day of the debut, I finally 
finished the last coax connector and then hooked up the 
STL transmitter. As I flicked the switch to ON, I was 

more than happy when I saw that we had plenty of STL 
signal and the studio to transmitter link did indeed work. 
At 8:00 a.m. we signed on the air and started the remote 
broadcast of the Rotary Club auction. All's well that 
ended well bit not without bringing down a lot of 
unnecessary fijustration on myself. 

Fast forw rd to the present day. Recently, I got a 
call to an F141 station that was having transmitter 
problems. Ihe symptom was that the transmitter would 
turn on but would immediately shutdown with a high 
temperature f ult. What made it even more interesting 
is that this wa 
at the time an 
ture fault occ 
transmitter o 
engineered tra 

A quick ch 
the transmitter 
has four Z plan 
fiers. When I c 

a backup transmitter that wasn't on air 
was stone cold when the high tempera-
rred. I was dealing with a Gates 10 Z 
recent vintage which is a very well 
smitter. 
ck of the very extensive diagnostics of 
showed that this 10 kilowatt transmitter 
s, or four divisions of the power ampli-
ecked the individual Z plane tempera-

tures with the transmitter off, I saw that the temperatures 
for the B, C and D planes were all around 19 degrees 

centigrade. Holwever, the A plane was showing 150 
degrees centigrde on one power module. The quick and 
easy way to see if it's a power module problem is to flip 
the power amp ifier upside down, and if the problem 
moved to the k plane, then it was in the module. 
Unfortunately, the high temperature reading didn't move 
to the adjacent • lane, so the problem was most likely 

fr 

with the RF IS 
I took a gull 

that there was 

module. 
look at the instruction manual and saw 
RF ISO module for each of the four Z 

(Continued on Page 32) 

Ant 
Systems 

PSI is dedicated to designing and manufacturing the 
highest quality product. Working diligently with 

station engineers, consultants and outside vendors 
ensures that each project is completed to the 

customer's satisfaction. 

Wide range of antenna models are available 
at all power levels, directional and 

non-directional, multi-station and more. 

Additional products include.. 

Transmission Line 

Combiners 

Filters 

Turnkey Systems 

Propagation Systems, inc. 
Phone: (814) 472 - 5540 Fax: (81 
Email: sales@psibroadcast.com www.ps 

4) 472 - 5676 
ibroadcast.com 
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Welcome to the Ne(x)twork 

Revolutionized 
1,11orkflows 

Intuitively 
Designed 

Virtual Radio 
Software 
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Axia Pathfinder Core PRO Routing C3ntro 
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Telos 

• 

Multiplatform 
Connectivity - 
Hardware 
Cloud- Based 

Ax ae P-Tablet Virtual Radio Software 

Ain i Lu‘ • An'-)Lomo P 

Plug-and- Play 
Connectivity with 

Telos Codecs and VolP 
Talkshow Systems 

PURE AolP 
ThroJghout 
Network 

Telos ANance )(Node' Audio Interfaces 

Axiir Power"Station Comnle Ermine 

Experience a Fully Integrated AolP Environment. 

Tap Into the Power 
of the Largest 

AolP Erosystem 
in Broadcast 

f pies Infinity IP Intercom 

Axia rs the Ne(x)twerk, and the Ne(x)twork makes next-tech work. PURE AolP thrcughout the network means Axia delivers a fully 

integrated AolP env;ronment, revolutionizing workflows and providing the largest AolP ecosystem in broadcast. Livewire!' goes beyond 

AES67 to integrate Audio, GPIO, Program Associated Data (PAD), and Advertising/Discovery, while AES67 compliance ensures a plug- n- play 

expe:ience with all Ace gear. 

While other AolP broadcast protocols still rely on TDM-based systems—whether this concerns routing, mixing, distribution, or intercom— 

Axia operates purely in the AcrP domain, eliminating antiquated, expensive, cumbersome, and hard-to-maintain equipment. 

Tap into the largest AolP network in broadcast: 115+ Livewire partners, Axia consoles, and 100,000 connected Livewire devices. 

Join the Ne(x)twork. 

TelosAlliance.com/Nextwork 
Available in the US. BGS.cc 

mole All rights reserved. US Corp. C18/16065 



Tech Topics 

Frustration 
- Continued from Page 30 - 

planes and the module for the B plane was in a rather 

inaccessible location. The book said it was necessary to 
remove the output filter ofthe transmitter up through the top 

ofthe transmitter and then remove the bad module from the 
back of the transmitter which was in a tight space between 

the Z planes. The book also said it was a 10 minute job. 
After I stopped laughing, I started the procedure which 
involved taking 
the forward and 
reverse power 
cables off of the 
directional cou-
pler. Next came 
the bolts which 
fastened the top of 
the filter to the top 
of the transmitter. 
Then I had to 
break the three 
inch coax hard 
line connection at 
the top of the ex-
ternal wattmeter. 
The next step was 
to remove the two Output filter before removal. 

clamps that held the filter in the transmitter. I took pictures, 
made diagrams and marked the position ofthe output filter. 

Although this was a solid state transmitter, I couldn't help 
recall the horror stories of station engineers replacing tube 
sockets, thinking that they could remember where all the 

parts went after disassembly. 

After output filter removal. 

Finally, I got the filter loose and, while standing on 
top of the transmitter, I lifted it out and clear of the 
cabinet. Then I loosened the four screws that held the 
module into the Z plane and removed the two ribbon 
cables from the module, noting where each one went. 
Out came the old module and in went the new module. 
Then I reassembled the transmitter by sliding the filter 
back down into the transmitter, connecting the coax, 
reinstalling the clamps and all cables. 
I felt pretty happy with the repair up to this point. It 

hadn't taken 10 minutes but it hadn't taken all night either. 
However, the proofofthe repair rested with whether or not 
the transmitter would start. When I reached for the HIGH 
power button ... nothing happened. 

Individual Power Module 

I checked and rechecked all of my work and I 
couldn't find nything wrong. I then went back to the 
manual and re read the instructions and saw a reference 
to another par of the manual. Seems there are jumpers 

in the module which tell the transmitter controller which 
Z plane it's inland I hadn't seen the jumpers. So once 
again, I went through the procedure to remove the filter 
up through thé cabinet, and I once again removed the 
module — this tme I saw the jumpers and I set them like 
the jumpers ii the bad module. Once again, I reas-
sembled the trmsmitter hoping that it was for the last 
time. When thé HIGH power button was pushed, I held 
my breath and L. we had full power! 

Epilog: That same transmitter now needs a new 
module for Z plane D, but I'm pretty sure I can replace 
it in my sleep. , 

Steve Callahan, CBRE, AMD, is the owner of WVBF, 
Middleboro, Mass. Email at: wvbf1530@yahoo.com 

1 

Why Not Switch to Complete FM / TV Product Line 

Coax switches available in 
Type-N and 7/16 DIN and 
7/8" through 6-1/8" 

• Antennas 

• Splitters 

• Notch Filters 

• Harmonic Filters 

• Power combiners 

• Channel combiners 

• N +1 Switching Matrix 

Control panels available. 

A subsidiary of NI CC, AV 
I I I 

Toll Free: 800-545-0608 I www.mcibroacicast.corn WWW. Mega n d . com 
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Th F CircultWerkes Sinon-E Remote Monitor & Control 

vvvvw.circuitwerkes.corn 

4100 a 

MiCTEI Mic/Line to Telephone Interface 

Outputs & Inputs fcr telephone handset, cellular phone or 

balanced li -e level at up to +10dEm. 

D Operates up to 3E+ hours on two 9V alkaline batanes. 

ligh quality, use-switchable, internal limitar prevents clipping. 

D Extenaal power input with silent, auto-switchirc battery backup. 

5) Individual an controls for se -td, receive & headphones levels. 

I5ícon-SÀ IntErnEt r:;- VOICE REmote rontro 

rri rd in" PIP; e 

D Uses Dial-up.. Internat Web server or tree Sicontroller Software! 

D 8 channels of iietering, statis and ccntrol ( expandable to 32) 
and up to 5 alarms per channei. 

D No accessories nacassary to control your site right out of the box. 

D Auto-ranging, auto-zalibrating meters make setup a snap. 

D Includes: Function scheduler, auto-logging & alarm reporting. 
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Sde Neme Here 
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Internal Web Serve 
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Free Sicontroller Softw 

The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal 

Web server, v;a telephone, auto-answering cell phone or with our 

free software. Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software 
that also includes scripting, e-mail alerts, multi-site management, 

virtual metering 8 much more! 

Web-Basrd RFrrofr Confroffr w/5frFarning Au&ry °piton 
introdurino thF SitF5Frrtru4 14 channel rFrnreF. control). SiteSentry2 channFl rFrnote control) & WAIV-Z audio more° 

Web enabled remote controls with 6 relay outputs & 2 status inputs on all units. 

All units detect Stereo or Dural Mono Silence lindependantly actustable channels). 

User-programmed relays ( DIDEIT) close automatically or via Web control 

All products inclide onboard temperature sensor 

Internal logoigg with onboard e-malimg. 

Supports DDre services and Netbios names 

Upgradable firmware. Keep your p-oduct current with d owroloadlable updates! 

Streaming audio option encoces Ogg-Vorbis & decodes mc2 or Ogg-Vorbis. 

'efigiàidatidlitre4 
•." 

SiteSentry2 WA 

-- iiiiiiI 

RErnate Rrazdca5ting Solutions-
Discover more onfine at 

• 
UnattFndFci Igroadcasts with the- DR-10 

The DR- 1.0 is a Dial-Up remote control with balanced, telephone 
audio input & output that can control many automation systems 

or your audio console for unattended remote broadcasts. 

D Our Silencer'm option removes control tones from the audio path. 

Use the DPDT relays to insert the phone audio directly into the 
program path when necessary, espec ally for emergencies. 

8221 
TelTap PocirFt-filzFd Manual Telephonr: Coupler 

S> Can be isel as a phone tap or a pass.ve manual telephone coupler. 

D Send or receive telephone audio. 

D Compact size& low cost makes the TelTap a great addition to 
your remote lot fcr main or backup capabilities. 

Lots MarE CircuitlWrires ProhiErn 5olvErs 
D Transco -1-16 - Move Jr) to 16 contact closures from room to room over ar audio cable 

5> DT-232 -urns DTUF seqtences into user-programmed serial outputs & action steps. 

FSK Encoders, decoders, tranceivers and contact-to-FSK encoders/decoders. 

5> SUB-Œ3 Subaudible tone decoder and SEN-6 Subaudible encoder. 

HC-3 telephone autocoupler and AC- 12 rack of autocouplers 

D DTMF-16 anJ DS-8 DTMF tone decoders. 

rliid Furl product info Er downloadabie m2nurais online e www.circuitwErkes.corn. 352-335-6555 



Tools of the Trade 

Don't Fear the 45 
by Jim Turvaville 

It's the connector of choice for the I.T. world, and is 
finding more and more places in the radio engineering 
world every day. Affordable, versatile and occasionally 
daunting — it's the handy RJ-45 connector. I want to go 
over a bit of history, and maybe help remove some of the 
roadblocks that engineers run into regarding its use. 

The entire line of Registered Jack — "RJ" — connectors 
was developed in the 70's by the Bell System under direction 
of the FCC to develop a standard for the interconnection 
between telephone company equipment and customer 
equipment. They were all based on the newly created modu-
lar connectors which were gradually replacing the hard-
wired or large protective coupler connected phones in 
everyone's home. By the 1980's, the specifications for the 
RJ connectors became FCC law as the U.S. Telephone 
industry was opened to more competition outside the Bell 
system. In 2001 the FCC delegated the responsibility for 
standardizing connectors to a new private industry organiza-
tion, the Administrative Council for Terminal Attachments 
(ACTA) and removed those specifications from Part 68 
Section F of the FCC rules. The ACTA generates its recom-
mendations for terminal attachments from the standards 
published by the engineering committees of the Telecom-
munications Industry Association (TIA). ACTA and TIA 
jointly published a standard called TIA/EIA-IS-968 which 
contained the information that was formerly in the CFR. 

The current version of that standard, called TIA-968-
A, specifies the modular connectors characteristics at 
length, but not the actual wiring of the connector. That 
leaves a lot of flexibility in how the connectors are used, 
and is the reason that they have become so popular in areas 
outside the direct Telecommunications and Information 
Technology industry. That allows us to have a myriad of 
uses for the small and affordable modular connectors in 
our studio and audio, with some variations in the wiring 
schemes for various uses. 

The standard for all modular connectors has the center 
pair in the group to be the first pair, with the second pair 
split on either side. In a 4-pin connector, this means all of 
the pins are used for the 2 pair — in the 8-pin connector of 
subject today (the RJ45) the wiring scheme maintains this 
standard for the first 2 pairs, with the addition of 2 more 
pairs matched together (not split) on each side. That is 
shown in Figure 1 with the pairs in order being colored 
Blue, Orange, Green and Brown. 

The connector has a "key" so you always know how to 
count the pins and be sure you put the wires in the correct 
direction. For most all crimp tools, the key goes down, and 
that also allows you to see the wires clearly inside the 
connector. In this figure, you see that the pinout is noted as 
"T-568A", which means it follows the IEC standard for 
wiring 100-ohm balanced twisted pair cabling. 

There are 

two versions of 
the RJ45 wiring 
scheme, desi Figure 1 
nated "A" an 
"B," to kno 
which col r 
code is bein 
used. The oth 
scheme is a 
shown in Fig-
ure 2. 

The only 
variation between "A" and "B" is the exchange of the 
second and thi 
keep the cabli 
"receive" for t 
the cable ar 
wired to th 
same protocol — 
either "A" or 
"B" — then you 
have a "straight 
through" cable 
and the data 
flows unencum-
bered. Wiring 
one end "A" and 
the other end 
"B" gives you a 
"crossover" or a 'null modem" cable, as the TX and RX 
pairs are reversed. I carry a crossover cable in my tool bag, 
and it has saved me many times when I had an IP based 
piece of gear with a bad static IP address which could not 

(Continued on Page 36) 

RJ45 Pinout 
T-568A 

1. Whne Green S. While Blue 
2. Green 6. Orange 
3. White Orange 7. White Brown 
4. Blue 8. Brown 

pairs. This differentiation is necessary to 
in correct relationship to "transmit" and 
data connections. As long as both ends of 

RJ45 Pi nout 
T-568B 

Figure 2 

00 

3 6 7 8 

00 

1. White Orange S. White Blue 
2. Orange & Green 
3. White Green 7. White Brown 
4. Blue & Brown j 

It's Time to Get Into the Mix 

ProMix 4 
The ProMix 4 is a compact full-featured monaural audio mixing console 
perfect for almost any broadcast studio, while excelling in remote 
broadcast and podcasting applications. It features three combination 
microphone/line inputs and a dedicated fourth input that may be switched 
between a balanced line input and the built-in USB audio interface. Other 

features include: switch selectable program limiter, XLR program output, 
monitor output with muting and volume control, mix minus output for 
connection to an external telephone hybrid, on-air light relay output, 
and three 1/4" stereo headphone outputs with individual controls for 
volume, mix, and pan, allowing custom head ihone mixes... 

• 

err., 

e re 

Broadcast Tools is a Veteran Owned Business 
Designed, Assembled and Supported in WA State. USA 

www.broadcasttools.com 

BROADCAST 

tools 
PROBLEM SOLVED 
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Tools of the Trade 

Don't Fear the 45 

— Continued from Page 34 — 

be accessed by an internal network. Simply plug the 
crossover cable between the device and your laptop, manu-
ally set your computer IP configuration to match that of the 
device, and you can connect normally and reset the device 
network parameters to the desired network settings. 

Most every patch cable you buy these days is wired 
with the T-568B standard, while patch panels and wall 
jacks usually have both color schemes denoted for your 
choice of punching. Speaking from experience, if you have 
a crew working together on a project be sure that you 
communicate well ahead of time which standard will be 
used on each end of the home runs. I've only had to learn 
that the hard way one time, when the IT guy wired all the 
wall jacks in the office to "B" and I had punched the patch 
panel in the back to "A." 

In the past decade, the use of the modular connector for 

audio has rapidly increased, and in my years of experience 
it has certainly found a place of convenience and reliabil-
ity. I have recently installed several consoles in studios 
which use the Ri connectors for inputs, and find them 
handy and efficient. The most recent one was in my own 
station, and was an Arrakis console with this wiring 
scheme for audio (Figure 3). 

In my case, the console was attaching to standard 22-
gauge audio cables, so I used standard CAT5 patch cables 
(with the shielded wire) and attached them to an audio 
punch block with the CATS on one side and the audio 
cables on the other. For several of my input sources, I cut 

ALTRONIC R 
Performance 

the CAT5 cable and soldered on the appropriate XLR 
connector and had a customized cable for my use. If you 
use a shielded CAT5 with the shielded connector, you can 
carry the ground shield of the audio all the way through the 

chain efficiently. 

LIA/TIA 568B WIRING STANDARD COLORS 

PIN Wire Color 
White w/Drange Stripe 

2 Orange w/White Stripe 
3 White w/Green Stripe 
4 Blue w/White Stripe 
5 White w/Blue Stripe 
6 Green w/White Stripe 
7 White w/Brown Stripe 

Brown w/White Stripe 8 

Audio  
Left (+) 
Left (-) 
Right (+) 
Ground 

Right (-) 

El 
RJ45 

Figure 3 

One important difference between CAT5 or CAT6 
cables is solid versus stranded wire inside. The home run 
cables which go from wall plates to patch panels are 
always run using the solid conductor wire. It's cheap and 
punches at each end to the respective connector strips 
easily and securely. It is not, however, suited for patch 
cables between devices and wall jacks or patch panels; 
the wire will stress from repeated use and eventually 
make for bad connections. Instead, those patch cables are 
made with stranded wires which are just as easy to insert 
and crimp on the Ri connectors, and do not suffer from 
the mechanical stress of the solid wire. That stranded 
cable will not as easily punch onto the blocks for wall 
jacks or patch panels, but they do make for really nice 
hand soldering to audio connectors. 

I've made a myriad of custom CAT to XLR, TRS, DB 
and other connectors which can be made to look profes-
sional and neat, and on a budget. Of course, if you are 
doing an entire project of multiple studios, then the pre-

RCH 
esign 

made kits of R.1 adaptors are a life saver and highly 
recommende. But for just a couple of connectors, I 
prefer to roll iy own. 

No writin4 by me would be complete without a re-
minder to be rganized. The effort it takes to create and 
maintain orga 
ciency in your, 
without needed 
the Seaside P 
and rearrange 
ized for my 
I have sev 

different them 
my truck. Thisl 
me keep those s - 
cialty tools — s p-
ping and crimp g 
— as well as rela d 
connectors a d 
adaptors all in 
place, handy 
carry to the w 
site and always 
when I'm runni g 
low on things. 

As the great 
American poet Bob Dylan said in 1963, “the times, they are a 
changin" and the RJ connector is certainly here to stay. We'd 
best learn to appreciate it and work with it along the way. 

ization is exponentially rewarded by effi-
work, as well as minimizing being caught 
supplies. I have a basic $8 organizer from 
kage Discount store with the removable 

ble compartments, which I have custom-
and Coax tools and supplies. 

1 of these compartmentalized boxes with 
s; this is just one of those which 1 carry in 
ts 

e 
to 
rk 

Jim "Turbo' 
full-time Radio 
County Texas in 
clientele of stat 
(wwwjimturbo. 
preparation and 

Turvaville is semi- retiredfrom 39 years in 
ngineering and lives in Rural Wheeler 
"tiny house" where he maintains a small 

ons under his Turbo Technical Services 
t) operation providing FCC application 
teld work. 

RF DUMMY LOADS 

for ALL YOUR 

APPLICATIONS 

• AIR-COOLED - HDTV 

• HD a WATER-COOLED 

.6.16.0c ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC. 
P.O. Box 249 Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000 

E-mail: info@altronic.com Web Site: http://www.altronic.com 
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Studio Items Inc 

Mic Booms 

On-Air Lights 

Speaker Mounts 

www_studioitems.com 

(The good Time People) 

COCKS 

Up/Down Timers 

www.ram68.com 

News Mixers 

Line Matchers 

www.ram68.com 

RAM Systems 

Broadcast Furniture 

Sound Absorption Panels 

www.ram68.com 

ore than JUST .a SIGN 

CUSTOM 
COLOR 
FONT 
LOGO 

LETTERING 

DESIGN 
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Engineering Perspective 

Staying Ahead 
by Sam Wallington 

My head was going to explode if one more person 
gave me something to do! I was drowning! FCC appli-
cations to file, software bugs to fix, temporary fixes 
threatening to fall apart, people waiting (and waiting) 
for stuff I had promised to deliver, write, print, fix, 
build, design. I was stressed out of my mind (maybe 
literally!), angry at everyone (because everyone wanted 
something else from me), and so very tired. And I have 
only mentioned work! I also had my wonderful bride 
who was mostly being ignored, church responsibilities 
at which I was failing ... in short, I was just done. 
Overcooked even! 

Taking a printout of my to-do list, which contained 
well over 500 mostly overdue items, I plopped on the 
couch in my boss' office and asked for help. He did two 
things — one annoying, and one very helpful. After 
listening to my tale of woe, he thought for a while, then 
said he agreed I had too many important things on my 
list and I could not do it alone. Now the annoying part: 
He said, "Go hire someone to help!" While I appreci-
ated the offer and what it cost, it annoyed me because it 
added another to-do to my list! 

Fortunately, after he helped me prioritize my to-do 
list, he also gave me some advice which still resonates 
today. He told me it was only realistic to try to get three 

DH 1-piece Antenna Sizes Available 

From . 6m to 5.0m 

DH Sectional Antennas Available: 
1.8m — 2.4m — 2.7m — 3.0m 

3.7m — 4.2m — 4.5m — 5.0m 

Mount Options: 
Fixed Az-El, Polor Tracking, Horizon to Horizon Tracking 

Fixed & Dual-Powered Gibralter Az-El 

Dual-Powered Gemini Az-El 

For More Information: dhsat@mhtc.net 

to five things done every day. Of course, he meant larger 
things (not "sit down at desk, sip coffee ..."), but I had 
no idea limiting my output was a thing. I had been 
approaching the problem more like: "do everything you 
can possibly cram into the day — probably 50 to 100 
things." I would do those 50 or 100 things, but often did 
not pay much attention to their importance, just the size 
of them and how loudly they were screaming at me. I 
was essentially working on them in random order. 

He went on to describe the importance of stopping 
to think at least once per day: What is the most impor-
tant thing I could be doing right now? What will have 
the most impact? What are things only I can do, and 
what could I delegate to someone else? Thinking this 
way can help generate a list of a three to five "big rocks" 
(to borrow from Stephen Covey) to tackle today. 

We worked together to create a list of a few key 
items for the day (one of which was starting the process 
of hiring help) and I left his office with a tiny taste of 
relief in my mouth. Really? I could ignore most of my 
list today? Amazing! 

Priorities 
Later, he gave me more insight by sharing his list of 

priorities. It went like this: 

imegeTh Feduegry » were 
For over 35 years, our 1-piece antenna has 

outperformed the rest! The 4-piece, 3.7m has the 

same accuracy because we use 8 computer 

generated templates and attach them to the back 

prior to cutting the antenna. This allows for ... 

Superior Quality Quick Delivery 

Easier Installs Cheaper Shipping 

Fits Into Service Elevators For Roof Installs 

Our New 
4 or 8-Piece 

Freight 
"Shippable" 
Antenna 

1. God 
2. FCC/L gal 
3. Listene s 
4. Donors (for commercial stations, this would be 

"Advertisers' 
5. Everyt mg else 
Oftentime multiple things seem to be very urgent, 

and it is quit difficult to tease apart which is most 
important, an which is secondary. Having a values-
based list like the one he shared is incredibly useful in 
making the c I. For example, an Engineer for a four-
station cluste had some simultaneous problems: 

• A leaky k ucet. 
• One stati n off air. 
• A broke copier. 
• One stati s n operating at 112% power. 
• A phone . ystem problem (dropping some calls). 
• Distortio on the DJ's microphone. 
Which wo Id you work on first, and why? 
Here is the order I would use: Reduce power on the 

112% station, et the other station back on air, fix the 
distortion, fix he phone system and copier, and finally 
fix the faucet Why? FCC/Legal is first after God, 
because witho t being legal, the entire existence of the 
station(s) is at isk. Listeners are next, so the focus then 
shifts to the • ff-air situation, then the microphone. 
Donors/Adve sers will need the phones and copier to 
work, so they re next, and finally, we can get to the 
faucet. You an I both know we would likely do some 
delegation and apply some Band-Aids along the way 
(perhaps the D can use the guest mic for a while, maybe 
a nearby office supply place can temporarily substitute 
for the broken opier...). 

(Continued on Page 40) 
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fuhgeddaboudit! 

; 

Admit it; you'd love to forget all about your FM antenna. 

You'd be perfectly happy if it were to spend decades out 

of sight, out of mind, and out of your budget. 

You just want ft to work; day in, and day out. 

We understand. 

Shively designs antenna systems to work flawlessly. 

Year after year. At any site. Under any conditions. 

For any power level. Happily, in the background. 

FM First. 

This was Ed Shively's vision in 1963, when he founded 

the company; and over 50 years later, we're still doing 

ojr best to be absolutely forgettable. 

Shivel Labe YA Division of Howell Laboratories, Inc. Bridgton Maine 04009 USA 

Call Toll-Free: ( 888) SHIVELY 
Or visit us on the Web at: www.shively.com 

An Employee-Owned Company since /995 - 

Delivering total 

radio solutions for 

over 55 years. 

Broadcast Electronics 

4100 N 24th Street 

Quincy, IL 62305 

(217) 224-9600 

www.bdcast.com 

coeminn 
Social Media and Mobile 

Solutions for Radio 

MART! 
ELECTRONICS 

Dependable 

STLs and RPUs 

tee 

Modern & Efficient 

FM Transmitters & Exciters 

1111111111111 

AudioVAULT 
111111111 adde 

Flexible & Reliable 

Radio Automation 

an& 

AudloVAULT 

rzy 

Streamlined 

Radio Automation 
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Engineering Perspective  

- Continued from Page 38 - 

If there is one invention which is simultaneously an 
incredible blessing and a terrible curse, it is email! 
According to one study published in early 2017, busi-
nesses and consumers send and receive over 269 billion 
emails per day! Wow — over 3 million emails per second! 
A 2014 version of the study states that an average office 
worker received 121 emails a day and sends around 40 
business emails daily, which means for every email you 
send, you will receive three! Alas, the to do list grows 
while we muck through email. 

Overcoming the email beast is a challenge, but it can 
be done. It involves a few key principles, which, if 
applied consistently, will help make email more of a 
blessing than a curse. Those principles are: create bound-
aries for email, keep the inbox empty (at least daily), and 
then work only on your priorities. 

Boundaries for email are important, so I have set 
some expectations with my team: Do not use email for 
crisis communication (instead call, text, or talk face-to-
face). No email response should be expected in less than 
one business day. Finally, if an email goes back and forth 
more than twice, get up or call and talk instead. It will 
save many emails and much time. 

An email inbox can only be described as a randomly 
sorted repository of things from various people and 
organizations. There is no practical way to prioritize 
inside an inbox (even marking emails with colored flags 
or the like do not solve the problem). The trick is to get 
emails out of the inbox and in to a system which allows 

prioritization and grouping. Following is a very quick 
look at getting to a consistently empty inbox: 

1) Take an hour and go through the last few days of 
your inbox and move any important to-do emails to 
separate tasks or folders. Outlook for Windows lets you 
move them to your task list, for example. Google mail lets 
you apply a label, "moving" it out of your inbox. Other 
systems have similar tools. 

2) Move everything (everything!) else from your 
inbox to some other folder (maybe called "old junk"). 
You will probably never look at it again, but it will feel 
good knowing you still have it "just in case." You can 
always go look at it, or sort it, if you get lonely for it — or 
maybe you will delete most or all of it! 

3) Two or three times a day (no more), go through 
your inbox. If you can handle an email in just a minute or 
two (a quick reply or 30-second task), do it now and then 
delete the email. If you need more time, move it to your 
task list, prioritizing as you go. Do not get distracted by 
some big-deal email! Your only task for now (and it 
generally takes about 10 or 15 minutes) is solely to empty 
your inbox. Deal with each item now in a minute or two 
or move it to your task list. 

4) Once the inbox is empty, close or minimize the 
inbox so you will not be distracted by new emails. Turn 
off the "toaster" function which beeps or "pops up" new 
emails on your screen too — you are no longer working on 
email, you are working on tasks and projects. Later you 
can check your inbox again, when you are done with the 
task(s) you are working on. 

Tasks come from more than email; regardless of 
source, gather all your tasks into one prioritized task 
list. Then, work on the tasks only in priority order. I am 
frequently tempted to work on something just because 

DEVA 
.4.IP 

I=Z 0 A 11-) A S 

it is quick and easy. The cool thing is it will be just as 
quick and easy after higher priorities. But if you do not 

have just re-created your inbox (and 
er) in a different place. Prioritization 
orking only on the most important thing 

prioritize, yo 
scraps of pa 
translates to 
now — always 

Conclusion , 
We have discussed three keys to becoming unburied: 

1) Plan to focus on only three to five big things per day, 2) 
Deal with the 
priorities. The 
and seminars o 
plished, and th 
them will truly 
change and pu 
experience, I can say it will take time and effort! 

One final thought: Never expect an empty to-do list. 
An empty to-dér list comes just before your job is elimi-
nated, because you are contributing nothing of value. For 
perspective, I currently have 388 things on my to-do list, 
some of which have been there for a long time. The point, 
however, is not an empty list. The point is to know exactly 
what to work on today, and which things to put off for 
another day. Such knowledge keeps overwhelm, worry, 
and guilt away. 

Hopefully these ideas will help you avoid (or recover 
from) the nasty space of being behind in most things and 
having lots of people angry as a result. 

Allow me t end with a question: What is the very 
most important thing you could be doing right now? 

mail beast, and 3) Work only within your 
are perhaps thousands of books, websites, 
time management, getting things accom-

like, but (and here is the bad news) none of 
work unless you are willing to commit to 
in the hard work to do so. From my own 

Sam Walling 
dia Foundation, 
engineering. He c 

n is VP of Engineering for Educational Me-
nd has 34 years of experience in broadcast 
n be reached at swallington@kloveairl.com 

Available in stock from 
Broadcast Depot, Call: 800-313-7592 

www.devabroadcast.com 
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Kintronic Lab 

Model FMC-1.5 lsocoupler for 

low-loss isolation solution 

FM Combiners for 2 or more FM 

Translators on AM tower 

Full line of Isocoils 

for co-locating 1 

or more FM 

Translators on 

AM tower 

ADDRESS: P 0. Box 845, Bristol, TN 37621 PHONE: 1-423-878-3141 

WINNING 

.1..00‘. PEEPLES 

lo or ar 

0.040 
I 

THIS IS OAD • TOP OF HOUR 
F.LiCO RABID ID 
..URK GV-pus 

defining Radio Automation for the last 25 years. 
With cver 25 years of innovation, ENO] continues to provide stations with the 
best solutions to imorova workflcws and sound better, from advances in 
remote production end control to hardware virtualization to visual radio 
technology. To stay up-to-date on the latest advances in the broadcast 
industry, make your station an ENCO station with a DAO: Digital Audio Delivery. 

\iiIISUALR 

enCloud 

Visual Radio 
Turn your rani° statior into a complete mu,timedia 
experience whh automated camera switching music 
video playout, and g-aphical overlays. Manually control 
every aspect o your procuction in real time, or let ENCO's 
award-winning aLtornation take care of everything. 

anCloud is a collection of mobi'e and web-based 
applications that alloy./ ou to manage your library and 
plavlists, record voice tracks on your phone, tablet or 
browser, and remote control your DAD automation system 
from anywhe-e in the world with an intarriet connection. 

ENCO 
www.ENCO.con (800IENCO-SYS 

360 

CaRTEX 

LAB4.50 Automatic Dehydrato 
with 165.000 hour MTB 

10X the RF source power of 

the PowerAIM 120 

PowerAIM 150 Antenna Analyzeri 
Vlach-improved features at a lower cost 

EMAIL: ktl@kintronic.com 

davicom 

Davicom's Next Generation of 
Intelligent Remote Site 
Management System 

360 
CtORTEX 

• • comoo.wen• 

• ...man. 

• likenere 
YAM 

cortex360.davicomcom 

2018 
TECHNOLOGY AWARD You Tube 
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Small Market Guide 
The Importance of Promotions 

in Small Market Radio 
by Roger Paskvan 

The saga of promotions is a standard topic in all radio 
stations. Some say they can't exist without promotions 
and some don't do any, but somehow still survive. Some 
have the attitude, "I'm on the dial, what more do I need 
to do?" Well, the short answer is "lots." 

In small market radio, promoting events that utilize 
radio is as important as being on the air — they go hand in 
hand. Most small town stations are competing with only 
the small town newspaper which, for the most part, is 
hanging-on for survival. Outside of grocery stores' cou-
pons, radio beats all the other forms of advertising by its 
nature. It's mobile and gets to the tourists better than any 
other delivery medium. According to the RAB, 84% of 
the people listen to radio in their car. 

In small markets, the community is everything and 
the public perception of your radio station is of utmost 
importance. In today's ever changing world, finding a 
safe place for your community's events can become a 
major challenge. The door is open for small market radio 
to fill in the gap like no other medium can. 

Thinking that your market is small and everybody 
knows you, will not promote your radio business. Like 
the bigger major market cousins, we all must do promo-
tions to keep us alive. As a matter of fact, promotions in 
smaller towns bring people together, providing that glue 

that attaches your call letters to the person, place or thing. 
Take advantage of your small market status and utilize 
this concept to your maximum benefit. 

Small market promotions not only provide new lis-
teners to your "hometown" radio station but the concept 
of bringing everyone together for an exciting event makes 
your business look good to that potential advertiser that 
may be on the fence. Right in front of their eyes, it is vivid 
to see such organization, community involvement and 
the power of radio in action. 

Some small town radio stations do not want to do 
free promotions or giveaways since it uses up staff time 
and provides no revenue back to the station. This is so 

far from reality because raising money for a local 
hometown charity puts your radio colors on display. It 
may not bring in immediate dollar revenue but builds 
respect for your radio business, showing future adver-
tisers that you care about the town's people. Publicly 
showing these potential clients what your radio station 
can do is the best sales pitch you can make. It may not 
show up in tonight's balance sheet but merchants, 
especially in smaller communities, respect those that 
help their community grow. Next week when your sales 
person approaches that local business, it's so much 
easier to get that signed contract. The conversation 
centers around, "Oh, you're the station that raised 
$10,000 for homeless children last week." They are 
more than happy to support your station out of respect. 

At the same time, the unwritten popularity of your 
station grows. Many small market stations don't even 
have (NeilsontArbitron) ratings, but the 4000 people that 
showed up for your charity promotion is a survey in itself. 
The ratings are Self-induced and your station becomes the 
long term winner. So, let's make your small market radio 
station shine in your community. Promotions, promo-
tions, promotions 

If you're in a small market, take advantage of the 
situation you are in. Do as many promotions as you can 
to get your good name into the public. Community fund-
raisers such as Halloween promotions, Toys for kids at 
Christmas, Ride for the troops, Boat and car shows, and 
charity fund-raisers, all bring the community together 
and make small town radio great. 

Roger Paskvan is a Professor of Mass Communica-
tions at Bemidji State University, Bemidji, MN. You may 
contact him at: rpaskvan@bemidjistate.edu 

Celebrating 35 Years of service 
to the broadcast community. 

»RF 5pecioltiec® 
Group 

www.rfspecialties.com  

Check our website for the office nearest you. 

The 

Broadcasters' Desktop Resource 
cdited by Bum. Mishkibil the Eclectic Engineer 

HOME I NEWS I ARTICLES I MANUFACTURERS S VENDORS I SERVICES I SUPPORT I RESOURCES I USED: BUY/SELL I SITE SEARCH I CONTACT 

Looking for an Internet archive of broadcast news and articles on 
technical, IT, and managerial issues? 

The Broadcasters' Desktop Resource is at: www.theBDR.net 

Avoid missing out on anything — you are invited to sign up for the one-
time-a-week BDR Newsletter. We promise to never flood your inbox! 

Some things you might want to know about: Check it out now! 

1/18 - An overview of interesting things from CES 2017 http:www.theBDR net 
1/18 - Original ¡ Phone now a museum piece 
1/18 - Spectrum Auction seems finally to be concluding 
1/12 - Court stops evictions by American Tower 
1/11 - FCC Plans to remove letters and email from Public File 
1/11 - Bill Sacks passes away 
1/9 - Norway to abandon analog FM this year 
1/5 - Obama nominates Rosenworcel back to FCC 
1/4 - The Difference and Why It is Important - Tom Osenkowsky 
1/2 - The End is Cominç for AMC8 and 139 dearees 
12/30 - Enforcement Watch: Failure to ensure tower lit/painted: $25k 
12/28 - Checking It Out: Road testina the Inovonics 531N FM monitor 
12/28 - PSHAB Issues initial report on the 2016 EAS NPT 
12/23 - iHeart gets negative response from the ISDA 
12/21 - Alternatives to Wired Ethernet Networks - Dana Puopolo 
12/20 - Cumulus in trouble again with NASDAQ  
12/19 - FCC Seeks comments to reduce EEO recruitment requirements  
12/15 - The Worst: Walkiria in to Find No Joy at All  
12/14 - Keep the Flu Out - Keep Your Staff In  
12/7 - Checking It Out: The Inovonics 525N - Alan Alsobrook 
12/7 - FCC Commissioner Ready to Fire up the Weed Whacker 
12/7 - Spectrum Auction is Not Making the FCC Look Very Good  
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TRANSCOM CORPORATION 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Visit Our Website — www.fmamtv.com 
Send your e-mail requests to: transcom@fmamtv.com 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters & New Equipment 

AM 

FM 

10 kW 1991 
10 kW 2001 

Nautel AMPFET10 - Solid State 
Nautel XL12 - Solid State 

Please see our current listings on our website. 

55 W 
3.5 kW 
1.3-3 kW 
5.0 kW 
1.4/4.5 kW 
5.25 kW 
5.0 kW 
10.0 kW 
10.0 kW 
0.0 kW 

20.0 kW 
20.0 kW 
35.0 kW 

2000 Harris DIGITTm CD 
2000 Harris Z3.5CD, Solid State, Single Phase 
2006 Harris Z6HD-HD Tri-Mode, Single Phase 
1988 BE FM5A 
2006 Harris Z8HD+ Digital 
2006 Harris Z8HD+ Analog 
1998 Nautel FM5, Solid State 
1988 BE FM10A - Dual 5 kW 
1996 Harris HT10, SS IPA, Single Phase 
1996 Nautel FM10 - Solid State, Single Phase 
1990 Continental 816R2, SS IPA, New Final 
1991 BE FM 20B 
1991 BE FM35B, Solid State IPA, New Final 

Please see our current listings on our website. 

Used Misc. Equipment: 

Bird Model 8932, 10kW Air-Cooled RF Load 
Hams N+1 Controller 

Hams DIGIT'm 
Continental 802B 
New- 30W Synthesized 

Please go to our website for updated listings. 
Retuning and testing available — call for quote! 

OMB STL systems for radio, complete 
with antenna and cable for under 55.000! 

2655 Philmont Ave, Ste 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • Fax: 215-938-7361 

Bay Country 
Broadcast EquipmEnt 

Buy • Sell • Trade 
Your #1 Source for Quality 

Used Radio Broadcast Equipment 
View our latest list of equipment on-line at: 

www.baycountry.com 
Or call and we will fax it to you. 

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee. 

Turn Your Excess Gear Into Cash 
Fax or email your list to us and we will respond with our offer promptly. 
We only buy good working equipment with traceable serial numbers. 

Fax Your List Today — 443-596-0212 

http://www.baycountry.com 
(Website Updated Daily) 

E-mail: sales@baycountry.com 

877-722-1031 (Toll Free) 443-596-0212 (Fax) 
7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore, MD 21220 

Approximately Cine Half the Cost of New 

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee 
Call for Your Quotation 

Phone: 530-662-7553 • Fax: 530-666-7760 
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 

www.econco.com 
1318 Commerce Ave, Woodland, CA 95776 

with Bext FM Antennas 

1110 • Broadband Models 

for Multi-frequency 

Long Term Durability 

Real Tech Support 

www.bext.com 
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Service Guide Radio Equipment Products and Services 

MOORETRONIX 
BROADCAST & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

Our 18e Year 
Our client list continues to grow. 

Thank you for your confidence 

and equipment purchases. 

We Re-Condition 
Pacific Recorders BMX AMX, 

ABX and RMX, Stereo- Mixer and 
Mixer News-Mixer products. 

We Have 
Replacement Wind Screens and Blast 

Filters for the SM-5B microphone. 

We Repair & Re-Crystal 
STL Transmitters, STL Receivers, 

and RPU equipment. 

See the "News-Update" page at our website. 

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812 

WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM 

E-Mail us at: rrmoorejr@aol.com 

Dean Technology has replacement rectik.rs to meet 

the requirements of most AM and FM transmitters. We 

offer a wide range of standard parts, and can offer fast 

and cost effective custom solutions. 

oft 
COMMUNICATIONS* 

F. Communications Software 
and Engineering Consulting 

The Leader in Broadcast 
Engineering Software! 

•Create stunning " real-world" coverage 
maps, interference studies, and 
population reports with Probe 4Tm 

• AM Pro 2TM, used daily by FCC 
engineers, performs skywave and 
groundwave allocation studies and 
AM coverage mapping 

•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and 
Part 101 microwave frequencies 
and generate PCN letters with 
Microwave ProTM 

•Map FM stations and find upgrade 
possibilities using FCC minimum 
separations and contour-to-contour 
methods with FMCommanderTm 

e. 

www.V-Soft.com - info@v-soft.com - 1-800-743-3684  

‘N\N/I.uetnerElectronics.Com 

7:0 -, LIGHTNER ELECTRONICS 
o , Toll Free 1-866-239-3888 Shop online wwvv.broacicastaysales.com 

la 

Repairs 8. On44110-143114ce Cann 

www.lightnerelectronics.com 

M. Celenza 
Communications Consultant 

FM • LPFM • AM • DTV • STL • Translators 

Preparation of Applications, Amendments, 
Channel Studies, New Allocations, Relocations 

Interference Studies, and Coverage Maps 
We also repair broadcast equipment. 

Call: 631-965-0816 
41 Kathleen Crescent, Coram, NY 11727 

celenzacommunications@verizon.net 

AM-FM 
MTERNACIWBEee rAL* Transmitters 

Pre-Owned — Tuned 
and Tested to Your Frequency 

www.Besco-Int.com 
Rob Malany — Owner 

321-960-4001 • sales@Besco-Int.com 

Doug Vernier 
Telecommunications Consultants 

4 FCC Applications for AM, I Site Relocations 

FM, TV, DTV, LPTV, STL 

4 Upgrade and Due 
Diligence Analysis 

II Frequency Searches 

oft 
www.v-soft.com 

Propagation Prediction 

with Custom Mapping 

4 Demographic Analysis 

Directional Antenna 
Design 

We use V-Soft Software! 

consultIng@v-soft.com 800-743-3684 

TRANSMITTING 

CAPACITORS 
MICA-VACUUM-CERAMIC 

SS.1, . 
760) 438-4420 

LINK@SURCOM.COM 

Chris Scott Associates 
Visit uur website 

www.scott-inc.com 

Ph: (270)781-5301 

Fax: (270)781-1232 

Bowling Green, Kentucky 

AM 

Notch Filters 

NRSC 
Loop 

Antenna 

A WARNIN 
Wrong Safety Sign. 
When Danger's inside, 
Warning goes outside. 

RFSigns.com 
- ANSI Z535.2 Compliant 
- Easy to order 
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Ice Kracker 

Need ice damage protection 
for your tower? 

For over 35 years our U.S. Patented product has 
been successfully used to protect guy wire anchor 
hardware and dampers used on towers all across 
the United States and Canada. Our product doesn't 
wear out and is galvanized for rust protection. 

In most cases, the Ice Kracker can be installed in 

minutes and is supplied with all necessary hard-
ware. The average cost for a tower is about $500. 
For additional information, call, email, or check 

our website. 

Mention this ad and get a discount on your order. 

Ice Krackers Inc.® 
800-747-8921 • icekrackers@comcastnet 

www.icekrackers.com 

TLM-1 TOWER LIGHT MONITOR 
Total Monitoring for Older Light;ng Systems 

A microprocessor based system designed to monitor the 
status of FAA type A incardescent tower lights. 

• Individual alarms for pho:ocell, flasher, beacon & marker. 

• Status outputs for lights on/off and beacon on/off. 

• LED indicators for each alarm and status output. 

• Opto-isolated fail-safe oubuts for each alarm. 

• Easy setup — one button calibration. 

• Installs at the circuit breaker panel. 

• Available through broaocast distributors. 

FM Services 
www.towermonitor.com • 336-667-7091 

Consulting Professional Engineers 
• Expert Witness Testimony 
• FCC Applications 

• Frequency Searches 

• Co-location Studies 

• Coverage Modeling & Maps 

• Interference Analysis Studies 

e RF Exposure Studies & Reports 
e Custom Map Preparation 

Call us now 
to discuss your 
project needs. 

352-367-1725 

leEngineers, Inc. 
alex@rfengineers.com 

• • • 

'Please register or log in. 

Antennas [ 01 

Audio Amplifiers [ 0] 

Audio Delay 10] 

Audio Processing [ 0] 

Audio Routing [ 0] 

Audio Storace [ 0] 

Automation 10] 

• Buy or Sell Your Used Equipment 

• Place as Many Ads as You Like 

• FREE! — There's Never Any Charge 

Cadecs & Ac•IP [ 0] 

Computers & IT [ 0] 

Consoles & Mixers [ 0] 

Directional Gear [ 0] 

[AS Gear [ 0] 

Exciters & Gens. [ 0] 

Furniture & Racks [ 0] 

Groundi ig & Surge [0] 

Internet & Stream [0] 

Microphones [0] 

Monitors & Rcvrs [ 0] 

Phone & Hybrids [ 0] 

ROS, RODS, SCA [ 0] 

Recorder & Player [ 0] 

Remote Control [ 0] 

RI & HV Equip. [ 0] 

self aware 
never self conscious 

receuent aacl etk,ort $O you clon 
have to conthually mesa with It 

It just works Cool, eh? 

Powered by Media Magazines Inc - Publisher of 

Search 

e Latest 20 ads 

STL, KPH, ¡ SL [ 0] 

Satellite Gear [ 0] 

Speakers & Phones [ 0] 

timers & Clocks [ 0] 

I ools & Test Gear [ 0] 

Towers & Coax [ 0] 

Transmitters [ 0] 

MISC OTHER [0] 

MODULAS WHEATNET.IP 
NETWORKABLE CONSOLE 
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GEar GuidE 
AM & VU 

A Two-Fer Review 

by Ron Erickson 

Two reviews in one article, starting with a short back 
story. Many of us have experimented with 100 milli-
watt AM transmitters which are legal without a license 
under FCC Rules Part 15. Heck, I could tell you names 

of at least a dozen 
radio pros that 
started with this 

little gem — The 
Knight Radio 
Broadcaster. 
Back in 1964, it 
sold for about 
$12.00. (Photo at 
right.) 

Today, hobby 
broadcasters gen-
erally agree that 

the one built by 
Keith Hamilton — the "Rangemaster 1000" — yields the 
best coverage while staying legal under the Part 15.219 

rule. Most everyone who has used one of these has also 
purchased an Inovonics Model 222 in order to process 
the audio with Positive Peak Modulation. This makes 
the audio envelope louder without distortion, therefore 
it more efficiently rides on the the tiny Part 15 AM 
carrier, hence better reception. With a good AM limiter 
to process the au-
dio, your hobby 
radio signal can 
sound like a real 
AM station. 

Back in 1958, 
Jim Wood caught 
the radio bug and 
we are so glad he 
did. He founded 

Inovonics and for 46 years has dedicated his electronic 
talents to making our business the best it can be. After 
stepping down from the day-to-day operations of 

Inovonics, he has kept busy with his new venture, "The 

Schlockwood Laboratory," described on his website as 
a "multidisciplinary research and development facility 

located in Brea, 
California." 

Jim has cre-
ated a new prod-
uct specifically 
for the Hobby 
Radio market; it's 
a new AM Audio 
processsor which 
leaves the older 
designs of his former 222 and 235 in the dust. Tympany 
roll please ... Ladies and Gentlemen, introducing the 
Schlockwood SW200. 

Schlockwood SW2 0 0 — LPAM Audio Processor 

Even though it was designed for Part 15 AM hobby 
operations, The SW200 is more than adequate for any 
full power AM station. It interfaces easily with balanced 
studio-level program feeds and unbalanced consumer/ 
semi-pro signal levels. Subsonic and RF filters guard 
against erratic operation from out-of-band program fre-
quency components. Slow, "gain-riding" Gated-AGC 
normalizes average levels from diverse program sources. 
It has a choice of 
the established 
NRSC program 
pre- emphasis 
characteristic or a 
continuously-
variable family of 
peaking curves. 
This small AM 
processor also 
features Three 

bands of multi 
band, frequency- Interior view of the SW200. 

discriminate compression and limiting. This really opti-
mizes program density. Want more? Okay, how about 

variable low- and high-frequency program equalization. 
And now for the "icing on the cake," so to speak — 

variable output asymmetry; up to + 135% modulation for 
positive-going program peaks. 

Personally I wished it would have been built with 
rack ears, but then, I like rack mounted gear. An after 
market rack shelf will take care of my only complaint. 

My conclusion? Priced at less than $500, this AM 
processor should be considered a valuable back up for 
corporate radio engineers to have on the shelf for an 
emergency situation. Not only because of the affordable 
price, but because it performs so darn well. Mr. Wood, 
you've done it again. 

Yhe next subject in our two-fer review is the Magna 
Scientific VU Meter series built in the USA by GaD 
Electronics. These add-on meters are most useful since 

they all feature selectable modes; Loudness, Loudness + 
Peak and Loudness + Peak Hold. The three versions are 
as follows, BLUE V-A is the strictly analog balanced 
audio version, BLUE V-D has AES/EBU balanced and 
un-balanced inputs. 

The BLUE V-E has 3G! HDI HD / SD SDI Embed-
ded Audio. W ile I love old school big Simpson VU's, 
you can't beat the accuracy afforded by these LED 
meters. It's nice that they lined up the lights in a sweep-
ing arc, harkening back to the swing of yesterday meters. 
An add-on, rack mounted meter like this could be oh so 
handy for many different applications. 

Each version is packaged in a 1RU box and uses a 
common wall wart power supply. List pricing starts at 

$630.00 for the analog box, $655.00 for the AES/EBU 
model and $940.00 for the V-E model. 

A demonstration may be seen on You Tube; https:/ 
/www.youtube.corn/watch?v=pwZm5HpLndc 

It's difficult to show a 1RU product in a photo large 
enough to really see anything, so I'll show half the 

BLUE V-A rack. 

Currently, these products I've reviewed today are 
not available through any of the large broadcast equip-
ment dealers, but drop me a line and I can tell you where 
they can be found. 

Special thanks to the several people who have sent 

me favorable comments. I continue to be available by 

phone at (541) 460-0249 or at ronericicson@gmx.com 

«. 

3.24 1-2 1.5 

  e%1•14: 1  

Accurately generate time code with ESE's Master Clock via the12-channel GPS 
receiver and output multiple types of Time Code, SMPTE-LTC/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, 
ASCII (RS-232 & USB), and an extremely accurate iPPS signal. Further reliability with 
dual battery back-up, and new control panel software. ESE's NTP6 feature provides 
an NTP server compatible with the latest version of Internet Protocol, IPv6. You can 
also easily interface with new or existing computers, automation and clock systems. 

Visit www.ese-web.com for all your time synchronization needs. +1-310-322-2136 

www.ese-web.com 
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FINAL STAgE 
RADIO ROUNDUP 
The Radio Guide Event Register 

Email your dates and info to: radio@rconnectcom 

2018 IEEE Broadcast Symposium 
October 9-11, 2018 
Key Bridge Mariot, Arlington, VA 
http://bts.ieee.org/broadcastsymposium/ 

WBA Broadcasters Clinic 
Oc:ober 16-18, 2018 
Madison Marriot West, Middletol, Wisconsin 
www.wi-broadcasters.org/events/broadcasters-clinic 

Ohio Broadcast & Multimedia Conference 
November 8, 2018 
Columbus, Ohio 
http://oab.org/eigineering/obec/ 

2019 CES Conference 
January 9-11, 2019 
Convention Center — Las Vegas, Nevada 
https://ces.tech 

NATE Unite 2019 
February 4-7, 2019 
Grapevine, Texas 
https://natehome.com/annual-corderence/nate-unite-2019 

2019 NRB Convention 
March 22-29, 2019 
Anaheim, California 
www.nrbconvention.org 

• MOM 111111e-:i 
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Broadcast Electronics - 39 
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ESE - 46 
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NEWI the Silence Sense-A.C. From DM Engineering 
Silence Detector W ith Relay Contact and Switched 120VAC Outputs 

We have merged two or our ,3opular products. the Silence Sense Jr and the 
Studio Solid State Relay Pack into one versatile unit. The new Silence 

Sense-A. C. has both res'ay contact output . and a 120 VAC switched output 
so that auxiliary equipment may be activated when there is a failure in the 
audio chain. The Silence Sense-AC is a microprocessor-based device that 

senses the presence of audio from a single ended input over a wide range of input 
levels. A user adjustable multi-turn input level control and a green LED indicator are used to set the input 
sensitivity. When the audio input ceases for a predgermled user selectable delay period. (approximately 
6 seconds to 4 minutes). a set of relay contacts are activated. These contacts may be a momentary pulse, (1 second) or constant (remain 
activated until the audio is re-established), depending on the front panel switch selection. An internal jumper may be moved to change the 
relay output from normally open to normally closed contacts. A red LED indicator signals when the preset no audio time period has been 
exceeded, and remains on until audio is firmly re-esblished. At the same time as the relay contacts are activated. 120 VAC is applied to the 
AC 0141Dlll connector on the rear panel. This AC output is not subject to the momentary switch selection that controls the relay contacts. but 
remains ON until audio is detected and the device resets. Battery back-up (9V)is also provided to assure operation of the silence sense 
circuitry and the relay contact output if the AC power should fail. In addition, a set of input terminals are provided to activate the solid state 
relay remotely from user supplied normally open contacts. even when the power switch is in the off position, as long as AC input power is 
available. lASFtP $179.01 

jowl-- -'I For more details on this and other innovative products for the broadcaster, call or visit us on the web at: 

I www.dmengineering.com 1400-249-0487 gi 2174 Chndle. Si Camarillo, CA 93010 (805) 987-7881 

Passing the Test 

Universal 4.1 MLR »Web 
The Universal 4.1 MLR»Web is a web based transparent four input, one output 

switcher/router with mechanical latching relays designed to pass AES or stereo balanced 

signals. The unit may be configured to monitor for stereo analog audio silence or loss of 

AES clock when configured for AES switching. 

Bmadcast Tools is a Veteran Owned Business 
Designed, Assembled and Tested 

in Washington State USA. 
www broadcasttools com 

ADCASr° 

tools 
PROBLEM SOLVED 

Website 

www.altronic.com 

www.argryaudio.com 

www.arrakis-systems.com 

www.telosalliance.com 

www.lmycountry.com 

www.thebdr.net 

www.bext.com 

www.bgs.cc 

www.bdcast.com 
www.bsiusa.com 

www.broadcasttools.com 
www.circuitwerkes.com 

www.coaxial.com 
www.comrex.com 

www.davicom.com 
www.deantechnology.com 
www.devabroadcast.com 
www.dosatellite.com 

www.dmengineering.com 
www.eaco.com 

www.enco.com 
www.ese-web.com 

www.gatesair.com 

www.graham-studios.com 
www.henryeng.com 
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lnovonics - 1, 21 

Kintronic Labs - 41 
Lightner Electronics - 44 

_ogitek - 19 

Mega Industries/MCI - 32 

Mooretronix - 44 

Nautel - 7 

OMB - 22 

Phasetek - 47 
ProAudio.com - 28 

Propagation Systems (PSI ) - 30 
Radio-Classifieds.com - 4 

Radio Systems - 20 
RF Specialties - 42 

SCMS - 35 
Shively - 39 
Smarts Broadcast Systems - 11 

Stackley Devices - 47 
Studio Items - 37 
Telos - 27 
Tieline - 9 

Titus Labs - 37 

Transcom - 43 
V-Soft Communications - 44 

Wheatstone - 3. 24. 25. 48 

Website 

www.inovon.com 

www.kintronic.com 

www.lightnerelectronics.com 

www.logitekaudio.com 

www.mcibroadcast.com 

www.mooretronix.com 

www.nautel.com 

www.omb.com/en 

www.phasetekinc.com 

www.proaudio.com 

www.psibroadcast.com 

www.radio-classifieds.com 
www.radiosystems.com 

www.rfspecialties.corn 
www.scmsinc.com 
www.shively.com 
www.smartsbroadcast.com 
www.stackleydevices.com 

www.studioitems.com 
www.telosalliance.com 
www.tieline.com 

www.tituslabs.com 
www.fmamtv.com 

www.v-soft.com 

www.wheatstone.com 

Remote Reboot of AC Powered Devices 

Stackley 
Devices 
LLC 

(609) 
647 
9677 

RemOutlet 
Reboot 
Mini 
$179 

Adjustable 
Power 

OFF Time 

www.RemOutlete.com 

PHASE TEK INC. 
Custom Phasing Systems 

Phasetek, Inc. is dedicated to provide 

the broadcast industry high quality 

AM Phasing and Branching systems, 

Antenna Tuning units, Multiplexers, 

and RF compolents. 

Phone: 215-536-6648 
sales@phasetekinc.com 
www.phasetekinc.com 
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WHEATNET-IP INTELLIGENT NETWOR 

The Future Can Bring Anything 

LXE is Ready for Everything 

Virtually every button, knob, and display on the LXE is programmable using ConsoleBuilder. And you can 

design dynamic custom touchscreen interfaces to augment LXE's extensive screen set with ScreenBuilder.' 

Need more input faders? Enable up to four layers to multiply the number (up to 32) in the same footprint. 

Whether it's 2020, 2040, or 2080, your LXE will adapt to your needs. 

Your Forever Console 
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Wheotftone 

Download 

your free E- Book: 
Advancing Aol P 

for Broadcast 
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BROADCA AUtI ER ECTIONISTS 

phone 1.252.638-7000 I wheatstone.com I sales@wheatstone.com 




